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Distributed Systems: What is 

reqso?? ccir C!l$/Ki9o prjherence ?.? EqCiRfis t.ucz~lse 3::: :.re fi::r.?; c-:; 

vinced that its objectives are of great rejevance to the European research 
community. 111 particular, we believe chiit ERCdM could make a sigiiificani 

contribution to the definifiim oi'ehe policies and rcsearch pi-c~gra~nmes of the European 
Communities in? the inf:?matiou technology arid applied ;marhematics areas in order 
to raise the level of European research in these sectors and thus helping to render 
European IT fully competitive throughoui the world. 

The role of CNR in Ila1iai-t research is boiii to promote basic and applied research 
through the activities of its centres and institutes. and to Cinance research activities 
through the definiiion and funding of nation-wide strategic projects which see the 
collaboration of its member illsiitutes with Italian industry and academia. Othcr 
members of ERCIM play similar roles in their own countries. There is thus a need 
to create links between national initiatives and those of the EG. This wo~lld help to 
avoid an over fragrnenration of European research activities into many srrrall ini- 
tiatives, with the consequent risks of duplicating efforts anhi financing, and would 
also render important synergisms possible. 

being done in E ~ c ' ~ ? . . . . . - . ' o  . In this respect, CNK believes that ERCiM has a very imyonanr function: <he har- 
~nonisation of national strategies and objectives between its members and the 
European Community. 1 

I / We are convinced that EWCIM is a suitable organisation to perform this crucial / 
task, whlch In our oplnlon can be best conducrcd through a serles ot rnltiatives of / 

C O N T E N T S I I  1 1 the foilow~ng . type. I 1 1 . the pmmotion of a1 increasingly active pi,.rlicipation by ERCLM ~nenlbers in EC 1 
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Activities in User Interfaces and 
Multimedia 

the definition and coordination of a certain number of its own prqjects; 

the es~ablishn~ent of panels between representatives from the mernber states and 
from the EC for the definition and coordination of research programmes; 

the organisation of workshops with the participation of the most qualified experts 
in the area to define the future direction of research in information techllology and 
applied mathematics; 

the creation of forums for discussion between representa?ives from the research 
and the industrial communities in order to ensure that the o'ojectives of the aca- 
demic world are kept in close relationship with those of industry. 

Finally, in the future, we would hope to see a more active participation of ERCBM 
institutes in research in the microelectrorric and VLSI architecture fields. it is well 
known that many of the most significant recent developments in basic and appli- 
cation software have been sti~nulated by the rapid advances in hardware iechnolo- 
gy; we feel there is a real need to encourage and suppori European industry in this 

i area if it is not to remain far behind that of the U.S. and Japan. 



f be Bast ERCIIH meeting took place 
at 4WESC in Lisbon, Portugal, on 

I4 ae~d 15 Wovember 1991, Three 
tvt,aksnops, ~s weii s44 I , ~ S  Sin  e~a t~ i l ' a ,  

Steering Committee and Editorial 
Board meeting9 were held at this well 
orgaaised ex ent, 

Important cdecisions were tr-ken, in par- 
-.-> ,;,,iZa~- with regard ro new ~memhers join- 

ing. Two institutes were invited to be- 
come members o f  ERCIM: STNTEF 
(Norway) and FORTH (Greece). 

Researchers from the above mentioned 
institutes, as well as NCC (Norway), also 
participated in the workshops.The 
themes were: Distri'nuted Systems. User 
Interface and Multimedia, and Decision 
Support Methods and Applications. 
Repofisby the three cso~iinators of these 
workshops appear below. 

Welcoming dinner at Casteis de S. Jorge in Lisbon (Photo: INESC) 

debugging. Buzzwords often emphasised emerged on a few points: 
at the workshop fiere: objects, rnuldme- ,,,, in an alsDiicd research framework, ". 
dia, groups, formal specification, col- it is  of  paramoullr importance to Distributed laborative work. fundamental research alive, since i: is the 

upstream source of  innovation leading to 

Systems If ofis -+;i?.uid point out the Inissin<. 
new technologies; 

themes, those would be: real-time, and 
system administration and management. while the notion of  a verdcai pipeline, 

Workshop ~h~ role of  time has been minirnised in from research, through development, to 

generic distributed systems until recent- production, was recognised as the pre- 

ly, ~h~ proliferalioml of  complex interac- ferred organisaion structure (against hor- 
tive and the advenl ofmultime- izontal modular partition o f  functions 

by Paus0 Verissims dia put real-time requirements on the first common in, eg., ESPRIT pro.iects), it was 
-- .- page of  the issues to tackle in the dis- "1x1 acknowledged that such an organi- 

fribuled systems o f  tomorrow. sation applies rather to institutions than 
"What are the current challenges for re- p~~~~~~~~~~ i s  becoming by ijr one o f  to projects since: 
search in distributed systems?" the mcps. imporpane issues in distributed i) it is difficult to materialise this com- 

systems design and over- plete route from fundamental research to 
S o  started the call for contributions for all scandardised framework for open sys- pmdduction in a single product, and 
the EWCHM Workshop on Distributed interconnection and open dis- ii) different phases of  the pipeline require 
Systems, which took place in kisboa, on tribuled processing i s  far from being Ins- different implementations o f  the execut- 
the 14th and 15th November. ture, and is p i e n t y  o f  for ing team, with regard to dimension, de- 

and in this domain. gree o f  cooperation, skills, etc., which i s  
In response. 28 papers were presented hard to ensure in one project. 
during the two days, before an attentive A panel, on the theme "Distributed . current and past European initiatives 
and lively that Systems Research in Europe: trends and ( e g ~  ESPRIT), together with their play- 
dislribured '' " area deserving strategy", took place at the end o f  the .,, (academia, institutes and i d u s t r y )  
a lot o f  these d a y s  alnong workshop. While there was a diversity have not succeeded in esc&. 

associates. A of  o f  opinions on the subject - both from iishing a sound organisation leading 
was covered' 'perating 'ySicrn and the panelists and the audience - ade- hm research and 
munications support; architectures; ap- quate time was not available for draw- its transfer eo industry. 
plications; dependability; design and de- ing conclusions, some con- 
velopment tools and language support; sensus seemed to have 



ERCIM its roic as a major i-esearch 
player in the E~uropeun technology areria, 
will depend on the synergy and ctn:~pBc- 
mentarity of its varic~us teams and groups 
al! over Europe, and on their coliective 
initiative. Workshops such as this one 
have certainly contributed to those aims. 

iiiiires;s shares2 by the ihree workshops 
:akin0 t~ --lace at Lisbon: Dis t r iba~~ed 
Systems, Decision S~~pporir Syste~ns er;d 
ihis one. Terms such as muhcirnedia, do- 
main experts, formal specification tech- 
niques, collaborative work were iised and 
discussed in all of khe three wofkshops. 

This observatisim highlights thc existcrice 
; L I O S S - I ~ ~ I K ~  bctwceii aihc vastotls areas, op - .  

which may "n considered as possible cri- 
teria for future meetings. 

3. The orgai~isational issues were imoth- 

Overali, we believe that !his EWClM 
Workshop was S U G C C S S ~ L ~ ~  in br ingi :~  the 
researchers of ihe various institutes to- 
gether, from both technical and social 
viewpoiii ts. 

' 

. Finally, the r~eed for sharing toois and 
resulis borne from commm research ac- 
iivities was stressed. and the simple idea 
of ani~ouncing public domain resti'lts in 
ERClM News was mentioned as a ben- 
eFiciai step. 

1 er topic of d~rcus%ion. The general lm- please contact: Nuno euirnarges - BNESC user Interfaces ,,,,,on, ,bo,,,h,, I,,,,, ,a, be ,urn- .,I 13155150 

I and Multimedia marised a\ follow\. email:nmg@inesc.pt 
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1 Workshop . The overall feeling was that big meet- 
ings like ihis one were mostly targeted 

I 
! at gencral inforn~atisn and mutual ac- 

Researchers from the six current ERCIM 
members, CNR, CWI, BNRIA, G-MD, 
RAL and INESC, came together at the 
ERCIM Workshop on User Interfaces 
and Multimedia to present their activi- 
ties and discuss common interests. 

After two days of pleasant and interest- 
ing discussions, three types of conclu- 
sions were drawn. These conclusions 
refer to technical issues, multidisci- 
plinarity and organisational issues. 

1. The technical presentations and dis- 
cussions highlighted a set of major re- 
search directions such as multimedia, 
user interface models, multimodality, hy- 
permedia and formal specifications. To 
summarise, the following questions were 
raised: 

How do we make an interaction ian- 
guage out of multimedia? 

How do we build better, adaptive and 
responsive user interfaces? 

How do we structure all the media to 
present them together? 

How do we prove theories regarding 
user interfaces'? 

2. The issue of multidisciplinarity was 
raised as a consequence of the common 

I 

quaintance. These meetings should fos- A workshop In progress (Photo: 

ter the creation of smaller groups, with 
BNESC) 

more focus, and with an improved inter- 
active nature. 

Particular attention has to be given to 
the relation between ERCIM and the IT 
industry and users, particularly in the 
User Interface and Multimedia area. A 
first approach that was outlined is to ar- 
range informal meetings between indus- 
try, users, representatives and re- 
searchers, where prototypes could be pre- 
sented. 



i c3 ' 
h ,  L a . . .  ap iqq~ , :  ss-mq known w d  ii)-swuclb,red prubiems. 81 was nressi\.:eW :~.lal-kcril-,g s&wregy In ::a?s area, % 'fbu*b''' ,"4"pp'ff s ~ c w j l  during ihin ~ ~ ~ - i ~ b ~ ~  tilat -e- For cxaaip~e by promoiijlp ihe jiresenta- 

=I. ffletRods and setrrchei-s fr::3n ihe a; - .  ~ ~ e r ~ ~ ! ~  ..,- E R @ J ~ J !  ion ofprc>jecis being cz-:-ied oat, :is <+~r/e!'. 
-- 
2 . . .  
- member Insr!tstes are using kteroge-  as actual DSS ar a big international fair. 

2 ,Appliea$ions 11eous approaches "i deal with decisioni M 
LlJ problems. h;lving iiisiinct expertise in Please contact: Jolo Glimaco - iNESC 

W ~ r k s h ~ p  iools aIld ":ehr?iqL3es. and diffei-ent :in- '3s1 39 26681 
fax: 351 39 24692 

I 
I der-standings of the role of DSS to make emale: none 1 practice work better. 

1 ;3c ibir-ksbop Dec:sion Support 

Methods aid Appiicatioris brogght to- 
gether a vasie:y of reseal-chers fern the 
-. b'b"iCd;c/! insiiiiiles lo ciisc~rss ongoing re- . . 
seitrch in  this i'ieid. Besides presentii- 
:.ions, discussion sessions vtJerc held in 
n.hlci: the role of decision sispporl meth- 

. - 
sds  and sysrcni :n the organisniiona3 
framework of our i n ~ t d u i e s  was dis- 

The increasing complexity of the social 
and economic environment and the de- 
velopmen! ef computer and communi- 
cation technologies have created sitma- 
lions wliicEl require, not only the n ~ o d -  
emisation of the productive systems, but 
also new types of planning and rnanagc- 
ment. In these circumstances. the need 
arise, ro devilsp coiT,piiter,nDased inter- 

active systems. aimed at supporting and 
improving !he decision process, espe- 
cially in complex and/or ill structured 
casks which require critical evaluation by 
decision makers / DMs j . 

The development of decision support sys- 
tems j DSS } is a interdisciplinary area 
receiving cross/enriciiment from disci- 
plines such as: operations researchiman- 

Apy[icaiiafis in fh foilojving ZreLzs were 

reporfecl a i  the \ ~ o r k ~ h o p :  state taxes 
plai~niiig, credit rating and reporting, 
water siippiy ir,dustrq, cutting and pack- 
ing opti~nisation in woad industry, waste 
coiiection? vehicles routing problems, 
power systems management and plan- 
i'iii~g, modelling, planning, control and 
rnanagement of production systems, 
telecommunication network planning, 
and knowledge discovery in data bases. 

agement science, artificial intelligence. 
data bases, software engineering, statis- 
tics, sirnuiation, etc. Some key aspects 
for the impiemcntatic~n of DSS are the 
development oi  :ooI\ to aid. and not rc- 
place, CMs b y  creating confidence by 
mean\ of prolotypes. dnd the need for un- 
derstandlng tire cultures of the organisa- 
tlons where tile DSS are to he u\ed. 

Decision support techniques and toois 
are of crucial importance in iaboracciries 
to resolve wzli structured problems, as 
well as tcs approach engineering aiidior 
management problems where the inte- 
gration of human factors raises less well- 

Paul Williams addresses the par%ici- 
This first workshop on DSS were an es- pants during 
sential step to lay the foundation for fu- by dose Tribolel, Cesa Baayen 
lure coliaboration projects. What we need and J ~ & Q  Fernandes. (Photo: INESC) 
to construct in the near future is a frame- 
work of "reference models" which will 
enable a comnlon understanding, not just 
of what we are doing. ~ L I L  also how or- 
ganisations work and how to approach 
them. Moreover, DSS is a crucial area 
for the survival of institutions like ours, 
as it is the only channel to the "non-in- 
formation systerns" part of the world, in 
which a great potentiai for wealth cre- 
ation actually exists. In this context it  
would be interesting to have a "more ag- 
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he ERCIM Fellows for the period 
91/92 have now been selected f01- 1 

-* in'&znte 0 

lowing a large response with well over .. . . .-. . 1. -- - 

ZOO candidates from ail over Europe. 1 Cnoi Hang LIii 1 INRI,4 RAL c: bj/ 1 
" C  :., it $3 our piraraie to r ~ i e t j a i e :  Chtji Gseri-Bnt () i /09/92 
Mong Lai, Stefan Covaci, Steve Eker, 
Peter Dickman and Honiw Bordegusi I rNESC 
$0 the ERCIM institutes (see table). ~ ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ l  

As the new feieilowc are just starting their Steve Elter 
research, the fksl ihree ERClM fellows Grcat-Br.ilaii1 
are now approaching the conclusion of -- --- 

their fellowships at CWI. CMD, lNWHA , Peter Dickrnan I "hNFPSR BN ESC GMD 
and RAE. We would like to take this op- Great-Britain 1 04/1i,91, 0 1 /05,92 9 1 / 1  1/92 
portujlity lo short papers by these - -  - -  - . . .... --. 

scientists, giving an overview of their ac- Monica Bordegoni Rt4L CWI GMQ 
tivities thus far. / liaiy 16!08/4 1 0 1 lo3192 0 i /03/32 

i 
I- 

' 
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I MiehaS Haindl ... i h e  91/92 ERCIM Fellovdship programme 

! starred my ERCIM fellowsblp at the MI ilndl oellod lids q'ilted ,U o c o h e ~  Alexander Ualy~hev-..  
beglllnlng of October 1990 at  the 1991 at INRIA In Wocquencou~t, where I 

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK. 
During my first half year period i n  
Informatics Departmelit of RAI, I 
worked together with Dr. Edwin 
Hancoek on the problem of hierarchical 
probabilistic relaxation, applied to edge 
detection. We developed several new hi- 
erarchical relaxation algorithn-is. The re- 
sults of this work will appear iil two con- 
ference papers, one of which has already 
been published. 

Besides these activities, 1 also i'inished 
some previous work, a multispectral 
image reconstruction method, which was 
presented on the 7-th Scandinavian 
image Analysis Conference in Aalborg, 
a generalised version of this article for 
book publication, and an article sub- 
mitted to IEEE T r a n s e c t i o ~ ~  on 
Geoscience and Remote Sensing, where 
it is being reviewed at present. 

'The second period of the feliowship pro- 
gramme started in April 199 1 at CWI in 
Amsterdam. Here 1 developed a random 
field based texture synthesis part of 
graphical system in the Interactive 

I hake joined the Sate"r!jie Highways 
Recognition project. 

Working conditions in all three institutes 
are I J ~ ~ I J  nnod 2nd high ?evei re. 

i is"\'U -"'\" 

search teams and very good computer 
equipment and I especially appreciate the 
excellent libraries and prompt services 
in the institutes. 

My first fellowship period at CWE, 
ERCIM member in Amsterdam, finished 
at the end of May 199 1 ,  followed by the 
second at INRIA-IRISA in France, which 
lasted until the elad of November I"? I .  
The last part of my fellowship is being 
spent at @WID, in Germany, ending i3i1 

30 May 1992. 

For the past Sew years 1 have bee11 en- 
Compar i~~g  my past experience in the 

cktged in numerical linear algebra. The 
Prague Institute of Information Theory " 

aim of this activity, initiated by I3-d. S. 
and Automation of C ~ e c h  Academy of K. Godunov, Head of the Mathe:naiics 
Sciences and Arts to the research world Department in Novosibirsk USSR. is to 
in Britain, the Netherlands and here in collect rogether all efficient algorithms / 
France, there are nearly no differences for which one can provide a rigorous ~ 
apart from, of course, peculiarities stem- mathematical theory of computational ' 
rning in the past from the general life in errors with realistic estimates. We 
a Orwellian csln~nunist society, such as 

worked out a set of such algorithms 
the ban of contacts with western re- 

which are suitable for solving the main 
searchers, poor availability of scientific 

, pi-oblems 6a linear algebra. My work in 
literature, old-fashioned computer equip- 

this area is presel~tlg continuing in the 
ment (our institute was an exception on 

following two directions: further devel- 
this point). and even restricted access to opment of pure matheinatical aspects and 
copying machines becausc ot their po- 

implementation of t k s e  algorithms on 
tential threat to governing regime. The t1ariou.s computers, concentrating most- 
isolation of "'the less equal" from the rest 

ly on the latter. 
of world scientific cotnmu~aitv was prob- 

Systems Department. Results of this ably the ,nost painful and bere 1 see the The stay in CWI was very i'I-uitful, I had work were submitted tc> the CW!! greatestbenefit of ERCIM, providing it the possibility to work in a research team Quarterly. will not remain limited to EC couiltries. 
of top scientific level and with excellent / 



- .  . . 
ec~upmi.~ii, During ibis time, r oi-i",iined 

expefierrce in WOB-king witla parallel com- 
puter systems. As a ca~~~secluence, the first 
version of a routine package, EINA, has 
bee:: developed for paralici computers 
with :<l~:jrcc? memory, based on the BLAS 
routines. 

TI . 
i 131s package contains, iii partlc~aiar, rm-  
tip?: ~ ~ 1 1 ~ i n c ~  thil fpl!".uiino_ T ~ T ~ ? ? ~ ~ C T C .  

b -  - G # 

tine eigeil-decomposition sf a symmet- 
ric matrix: 

the singular value decomposiiioia of a 
rnarri x; 

the least squares solution for a system 
of linear equations; 

the eigen-subspaces of a non-symmet- 
ric matrix or of regular matrix pencil. 

I These routines are suitable for matrices 
of a moderate size. 

At INRIA-IRHSA, I was involved in 
equipping LINA with a fill3 error analy- 
sis facility and developing implemenba- 
tions for parallel computers with dis- 
tributed memory. In particular, 1 inves- 
tigated high precision calcu!ations with 
guaranteed accuracy. Here I worked in a 
research group under the leadership of 
B. Philippe. The research closely re- 
sembled ;hat developed by Go&ncm's 

teamn. 

The ERCLM fellowship programme has 
a number of benefits, such as enabling 
young scientists, mainly horn the Eastern 
Europe, to visit some of the best scien- 
tific centres, which would otherwise have 
been impossible. In particular, it gives 
one the opportunity to establish direct 
contacts with the leading specialists dur- 
ing each stay, thus helping to recognise 
one's place in the scientific community. 
However, for an efrective exchange of 
expertise to take place, at least one year 
at each institute is required, in my opin- 
ion. 

1 Eric Rutten ... 

. 2nu,isils --, - ,  pel-ia;d a: ;>MY Siankr Augusiiji~ 

in the F3.KI/QWERTZ !artificial 
HnteEIigenee project with Joachim 
1-Lertzberg, until 15 September 199 1. The 
last six months are being spent at GWI 
An~sterdarn, in rl;e Interactive Systems 
department with Paul ten Hagen, elrdirig 
on 1.5 March 1992. The perspective of 
my work is reiate6 ti., the use of lwg~rages 
hr- r?cc:ifyir>g behavjrpurl-: a? task-level 
from a robotics applications, artificial in- 
telligence, and progranrrni~~g languages 
point imi' vicw. 

My activities at lNRlA Sophia-A~~tipolis 
concerned task-[eve1 programming in  
robotics. The context was the Opcn 
Robot Controliei- (ORC) developed while 
working in Bern~im-d Espiau's team. At 
the robot-task and applications level, it 
involved collaborating with the CMA of 
the Ecole des Mines de Paris (EMP) at 
Sophia Antipolis, for the use of Eseerei 
(aiso a joint INRIA-CMA project). areal- 
cline language of the "ssynchronoeis" f m -  
ily, to which Signal (TRISA/INRIA- 
Rennes) and Lustre (IMAG, Grenoble) 
also belong. My contribution consisted 
of defining the Applications 
Programming Language. i.e. determin- 
ing the primitives of the language, in- 
spired by my previous work. as well as 
their encoding into Esterel. The work i s  
described in detail in the INRIA Sophia 
Antipolis Research Report no. 1441, co- 
written by Eve Coste Maniere, Bernard 
Espiau and myself, and titled: "Task- 
level robot programming combining ob- 
ject-oriented design and synchronous ap- 
proach: a tentative study". Part of this 
woric was presented at a seminar on 
"Task-level robot programming: from 
temporal reasoning to real-time", organ- 
iscd at INRIA Sophia Antipolis, on 
March 14 1991, by Daniel Simon and 
ourselves. 

At CMD Sankt ,4ugustin, I worked on 
the automatic generation of action or task 
planning, from an artificial intelligence 
point of view. In the framework of the 
QU'ERTZ project, lead by Joachim 
Mcrtzberg, research is being carried out 
in the area of planning on the aspects of 

My ERCIM fellowsh~p ha, enabled me 
to work at INRIA Sophia Antlpoll\, in 
the PRlSME Robo t~co  project wlth 
Bernard Esplau, from I5 September 1990 
to 15 March 1991, followed by a six 

problem-solving algorithmics, as well as 
representation of actions and plans, in- 
volviiig non-classical logics and the con- 
straint satisfaction problem. I made use 
of their earlier work on non-linear plan 
generation methodologies, and in the do- 

tniGifi of iime inap r;;anager;ie:li {tl;: 

MTMM system, maintaining a network 
of consistent temporal constraints). I in- 
vesdgated the integralion of these two 
subjects into a non-linear temporal plan- 
ner, generating temporal arrangements 
of  asks to achieve a goal, featuring par- 
allelism. The use of the time map man- 
ager in the generation process leads to 
the redefinition of the processing share 
between the algorithm handling logical 
dependencies, and MTMM inwaging the 
tclvnposal constraints. In is described in 
my report (GMD Arhcits-Papier, in print) 
"A temporal non-linear planner: TRIP- 
TIC". 

The third step of my fellowship has now 
begun at  CWI, Amsterdam, in the 
Interactive Systerns Department. Iead by 
Paul ten Hagen. My participation in the 
group was prepared in our rneeiings at 
earlier EWCIM Workshops. I am con- 
iribuiirig to the definition of Maiiiihid, a 
parallel, data-flow and event-driven pro- 
gramming language, developed by 
Farhad Arbab, Ivan Herman and their 
colleagues. 

To conclude, the fellowship has allowed 
me to experience the diversity (and like- 
ness) of some European laboratcxies, and, 
even though each six month period is 
rdfher a short time, iearn much about each 
visited team's speciality. 

I 
Please contact: Annick Theis Viemont - 
INRIA 
e33 1 39 63 53 78 
email: theis@rauai.isaria.fr 



User Interfaces 
Boa Pielure 
Systems 

WCPM's Advanced Coos ses 
Programme is now getting well off 

the ground. A new 5-day course on 
User Ilaterfaces for Picture Systems 
was organised by the Dutch Academy 
for Computer Science at CWI on 9 - 
13 December, 1991. B,ec&arers came 
from INRIA, GMD, RAL and CWI, 
Course director was Paul ten Hagen 
(CWI). The course, mainly aimed at 
designers of information systems, was 
partly sponsored by the European 
COMETT Programme. These were 15 
participants. The course is eovisaged 
$0 be repeated at GMD (Bon~n, Spring 
1992), RAL (Chilkon, September 1992) 
and INWHA (Rocquencourt, December 
1992). 

User interfaces have moved to the fore- 
front of  IT research. Increasingly com- 
piex software systems and rapid devel- 
opments ill hardware technology require 
high-quality interfaces in which pictures 
are essential for an easy access to the sys- 
tem. At present the possibilities o f  in- 
cluding pictorial facilities in user inter- 
face tools are only beginning to he seri- 
ously explored. Such possibilities were 
studied in the course. The programme in- 
cluded the following topics: 

Basic concepts for user interfaces 

SCAFi91  
Studies in 
Computer Algebra 
for industry- 

Computer graphics 
interfaces 

Picture editing 

and imaging in user 

Pictures in VIEWS 

User interface generation 

User interfaces in scientific visualisa- 

lion 

Perception of  pictures 
B 

Please contact: Paus ten Hagen - CWl 
936 20 592 4133 
ernail: paulh@cwi.nl 

ome ten ease studies of applf- 
cations OF cornpuler algebra in 

industry Formed t he  core  of t he  
first i n  a series o f  seminars on this 
topic, organized in the framework 
of the EWGIM Advanced Training 
Programme. 

Another major  pic :"'as the n t e -  
graticin o f  numerical and symbolic 
computational software. This first 
meeting, organized by the Expertise 
Centre Computer Algebra Nether- 
lands ( C A N )  in coIlaboration with  
ERCIM, took place on 10-1 1 De- 
cember 199 1 at CN71 in Amsterdam. 
There were 40 participants. Course 
directors were Arjeh Cohen (CWH) 
and Andr& Heck (CAN). Some ca:;e 
studies were presented by Dutch in- 
dustrial researchers, others were an 
outcome o f  close cooperation be- 
tween industrial laboratories and 
C A N .  Lecturers came f rom T h e  
Netherlands, the UK, France and 
Spain. T h e  opening address was 
given by James Davenport (Univer- 
sity o f  Bath, UK) .  ERCIM President 
Cor Baayen participated in a panel 
o f  prominent research managers to 
discuss various aspects o f  the field, 

1992 
ERGiM Advanced 
Training 
Programme 

such as educational issues and were: 
J.  de Groot (Philips Research Eind- 
haven), G.Y. Nieuwland (Free Uni- 
versity Amsterdam), E.A.  Peletier 
(University o f  Leiden) and C.J. Stok 
(PTT Research Leidschendam). The 
seminars are supported by the Euro- 
pean COMETT IT Programme. 

P 
Please contact: AndrB Heck, CAN 
931 20 592 6020 
email: heek@ean.nl 
or Arjeh Cohen, CWI 
+31 20 592 8020 
email: mare@cwi.nl 

6 - 10 April 
Pa:-iial D{fl~~j~pr.~~rfial Eyuiatiorzs a i d  

GI.OLIJ? T/?eo?-y 
GMD. Bosn 

12 - 14 May 
Hzyh Speed Mici-it.pi-oc'essoi.s 
INRBA, Rocquencourt 

29 July - 9 August 
D~.\ri-lhuied 0per.atij.i~ S y ~ t e m s  
INESC, Lisbon 

September 
Par-ullel Sciei?~$ic. Computrng 
WAL Chilton 

13 - 16 October 
Disri.ihuted Menzor-y Al-chiter,ture 
INRIA, Rocquencourt 

BB 
Please contact: Annisk Theis-ViBmont - 
INRIA 
4 3  139635478 
email: tlaeis@nuri,inaria.fr 



7" Basic Research 
Actions in Distributed Systems 

B I s i r i o u l r d  S y s t e m s  being t h e  c e n t r a l  theme of  t h i s  i s sue  of  
EWClLM News  ( see  page  101, w e  % d o k  t n e  o p p o r t u n i t y  i c a  i n -  

v i i e  t h e  c o o r d i n a t o r s  of  t w o  E S P R I T  BRA ac t i ons ,  CEDYSYS 
- " - A  &!Dq-f7 ,- ---,>- 4 > 4 L -  - - , . , y p - < <  <& +L,, ,. .*,. Q c < L  
-..L ..A ub9  ,.d h e-VV1 i w n i  k Y i G  p. b & %  ti.= n u a & i r &  * r * g b i - a  r .  l u * i r n -  FdZ; 
*jest.- a re  c~drrent!& in  t he i r  :ompFe&ir:a.i s tages,  t e rmina t i ng  e a r l y  
t h i s  gea r .  

piernellidt16)n afid ~fn11ndt1011 of rhe pro 
ESPRiE BRA 3011 (CEDIS-) po\ed fo iill aiism5 

Distributed 
Systems 

he okeraiil ~b~jective of CEDlSUS 
is to develop a fundamental un- 

derstanding of the nature of concur- 
rency and to provide a formal f~-ame- 
work usefml for describing concurrent 
and distributed systems. This frame- 
work should support the specification 
and development of distributed sys- 
tems and should lead to methodologies 
for deriving their prc~perties and for 
proving them correct. 

More precisely. the aim o f  CEDISYS is 
to develop a theory o f  concurrency where 
the distributed nature o f  processes is 
properiy taken into account. T o  this pur- 
pose, the traditional approach based on 
interiea\~ing is felt as inadequate, since 
it interprets concurrency or parallelism 
as a linguistic silortliand for non-deter- 
minism. Instead. we choose a framework 
which I-etlects the inherent concurrent 
and distributed nature o f  processes more 
correctly. This iramework is sometirnes 
known in ihe 1i:erature as the "true con- 
currency" approach. The action consists 
o f  comparing existing formalisms, o f  de- 
veloping models. languages and logics 
with compositionality and abstraction ca- 
pabilities, and o f  experimenting tech- 
niques and tools for supporting the im- 

Methods and ResnEts 

Arnong the various proposed naodels oF 
concurrent distributed behaviour, partic- 
ular attention is paid in CEDlSYS to Petri 
nets and event struciures. Petri nets have 
been extended with co~rnposicionai and 
observatior~al lnechanlsans based on al- 
gebraic and categorical techniques. Event 
structures ( o f  several kinds) and Petri 
non-sequential processes are the pre- 
ferred semantic domains lor the theories 
developed within the action. 

Process description languages (like GCS, 
CSP, ACP, WIei.je etc.) originally tlefined 
for the interleaving approach have been 
equipped with a truly concurrent se- 
mantics by adapting structural opera- 
tional semantics and algebraic tech- 
ni yues. Several notions o f  testing and ob- 
servational equivalences have been 
introduced and compared. Also, the is- 
sues o f  atomicy o f  actions (i.e. the prop- 
erty o f  being decomposable but non-in- 
terruptible) and of  action refinement have 
been studied in depth. with the aim at 
providing process description languages 
with the means for hierarchical system 
design and specification. 

Reasoning about distributed systems is 
an important goal in many computer sci- 
ence applications. W e  have taken the 
combined approach o f  defining, on one 
side, testing and observational equiva- 
lcnccs for process description languages 
an;, on the other side, moda! or tempo- 
1x1 logical languages. W e  have stated the 
close relationships between particular be- 
liavioural equivalences and particular as- 
sertion languages in the form o f  adequa- 
cy or expressivity results. 

In the futilrc.. most of  ihc misting prac- 
tical nnethodologies and tools based on 
tlle interleaved nnodels c;f concurrency 
cor~id pri~bably be transferred to the true 
concurrency context. W e  expect howcv- 
er a !nore substantial breakthrough. 
Compic~tiy new ineiiroiss and toois wiii 
become feasible, ti&irrg acival-iiage o f  the 
superior descriptive power o f  true con- 
currency. Tlrey will provide ground for 
direct imprcvements in at least three 
areas: design ~ncthods for distributed sys- 
tems, expert systems for reasoning about 
time anti architecture o f  distributed sys- 
leuis. 

Partners 

The activity lasts 35 months and will 
terminate on March, 1992. CEDTSVS 
is a small action: the participating in- 
stitutions are on:ly four. W e  list them 
below together with some key mem- 
bers: 

Co~nputer Science Department, Aarrhus 
Un~verrlty,  Denmark: Glynn Winskel, 
Mogen, Nlelren and Utte Engberg. 

Computer Science Department, 
University o f  Pisa, Italy (coordinator): 
Ugo Montanari, Pierpaolo Degano and 
Gianluigi Ferrari. 

TNRIA Sophia-Antipolis, France: 
Gerard Roudol and llaria Castellani. 

Computer Science Department, Sussex 
University, U K :  Matthew Mennessy. 

Luca Aceto, Rocco De Nicola, Roberto 
Gorrieri and Astrid Miehn recently 
moved to other institutions, but they are 
still working within the Action. 

Coordinator: 
ProE Ugo Montanari 
Ulpartimento di lnformatica 
University o f  Piga 
Corso Itaiia, 40 
1-56100 Pisa, Italy 

Tel: +39 50 5 10221 
Fax: +39 50 510226 
Email: ugo@dipisa.di.unipi.it 



Formal Methods 
and TOO~S for t h e  
Development of 
Dlstsi buted and 
Real-Time 
Systems 

thesc t t v c ~  tcchniqces of temporal Icgic 
a id  algebra he combined. In general this 
extends to a combination of temporal 
logic anti algebraic iechniques. 
Especially worthwhile has been the ex- 
tension of both to real-time. 

Special attention is given to bhe devel- 
opmenl of more efficient (both in time 
i;i;;l jEZ si;zce) ;r,c;de? I;r;d Grhe; 
machine assisted verification algorithms 
aiad tools. In ;his respect, besides giving 
attenadon te? tire topics mentioned above, 
the aim is ti.) extend Xesar with time and 
make it faster, and to extend and inves- 
tigate into the possibilities of the 
Statechart formalism. 

-- 
i ~ ( a  c o ~ ~ ~ p i e ; n e ~ > ~ ~ l ~ ~  efzsrrs a : ~  aeiilg 
pursued. The f ~ r s t  follov~~s the develop- 
ment paradigm, a i ~ d  conl-ains rccom- 
mendations for an environrceiit provid- 
ing partiaily automated support lor de- 
velopment wiriaila the context of process 
algebra. The second effort will strive to 
obliterate traditional dividing lines be- 
{ween specification and implementa~ior~ 
; 2L;-.gGzgEs* cspcc f zc.ds:i; zi7 cxc 

cutable subscts of Temporal Logics and 
the language for real-time embedded sys- 
terns LU S'TRE. 

Results 

A short survey of the progress and re- 

Research into the four basic approaches 
to concurrency (temporal logic, automa- 
ta, process algebra and assertional meth- 
ods) has produced specification for- 
malisms and associated development and 
verification tools that had successful ap- 
plications, but none of the formalisms 
completely solves the concurrency pl-ob- 
lem and all have their deficiencies. Eg . ,  
tempora! logic perrorms splendidly when 
proving global eventuality properties, 
while performing badly for local prece- 
dence properties. For automata this is ex- 
actly the other way around. 

- - . . . 
- - 

sults up to ROW are given below: 
he task of developing concurrent, Approach and Methods 1 .  Executable temporal logic has been 
distributed and real-time systems extended, by adding a second dimension 1 is addressed. Deficiencies of the four 

Combining existing "ionnaiisms: of time, to updates olf temporal databas- 
basic approaches to concurrency are / as large ly  comp~emmtary, Combi~~ed  fomaiisms, the result of fils- es. 

The overall objective of the SPEC Action 
is to alleviate these deficiencies and to 
provide frameworks for the specificatioil 
and development of distributed real-time 
systems that are both practically adequate 
and theoretically sound. So why cannot 

I 

Broadening the scope of existing for- 
malisms: 
Investigations are proceeding into the 
ability to handle real-time constraints. 
Other extensions of existing formalisms 
are planned, such as adapting them to 
genuinely distributed models of compu- 
tation (e.g., synchronous communica- 
tion) or to models containing proba- 
bilistic information (and possibly han- 
dling reliability). Especially worthwhile 
is the extension to timed automata, timed 
process algebras and timed logics. A sim- 
iiar extension towards iilcluding proba- 
biiity is undertaken. Finally, a merging 
of timed process algebra formaiisms with 
Statecharts is undertaken. 

ithe combioaBia3n of these f G r -  ing complementay formalisms, are being 

Narrowing the gap between formal 
specification and executable code: 

2. Pdodei checking of an important class 
of continuous time stochastic systems 

malisms seen as effec- considered. One suggestion is lo com- 
tive,  id^^ combining formai~isms, bine transition-based formalisms, such 

has been reduced to a finite statc verifi- 

research is into broaden- asfinite-state automata or process alge- 
cation problem. 
3. A process algebra aad iogic for- timc 

ing &he scope of formalisms to- bra" with a logic-based formalism such 
I 

wards real-time and pro$ability, and astemporal logic. Transition-based for- and probability has been designed, and 

lilarrowing &he gap between &he speci- malims are ideal for describing local se- a theory of refinement of probabilistic 
processes developed. 

ficakion executable code of con- quencing requirements, whereas logic- 
by extending the based foi-inalisms are well-suited for rep- 4. The temporal logic methodology has 

model checking with recent resenting global requirements and timing 
been improved to such an extent that 

, ,  . , . ,  book about it wiil appear in the fall of 
techniques such as on-the-~y search- co~st"int". T~ combl:iaL;\;:; 11-a arl-auy 

ing space generation, partial order, partially been investigated in the past; in 1991. 

future their crossbreeding is foreseen 5. A denotationai inodel for infinite 
and symbolic techniques. 

within the context of an extension to- timed CSP behaviours has been devel- 
oped as a basis for a temporal logic and 

Aims wards real-time and probability. future extension to the description of 
probabilistic systems. 
6. A general, generic, mathematical 
model for asynchrony has beell given. 
7. Two compositional proof systems for 
real-time distributed system verification 
including prioritised scheduling of pro- 
cesses have been developed. One proof 
system uses metric temporal logic; thc 
other uses Hoare-triples. 
8. Methods for "on the fly" automatic 
verification have been extended to model 
checking, the implementatioil of be- 
havioural equivalences based on bisim- 
ulation semantics, and minimalization. 
The latter has been implemented in 
LESAR, a verification tool for LUSTRE. 
9. A new approach to model checking 
based on partial-order semantics has been 
introduced and implemented, and im- 
proved even more for safety properties. 
A list of deliverables is available at the 
administrative coordinator in Eindhoven. 



Z i coi~siderabie advances have been made - / 
towards the mecilanised or semi-~iieci-i- 
~ieised iierific;arion of VLSI desisns and 

] finite-slate real-the systems in prac- 
1 rice. The inco~poration of real-time and 
1 probabijjty inro process a3geSra rheory 
/ allows for its further exploitation in 
i work-benciies, but will ~ennain mainly 
I of theoretical interest as far as proba- 1 bility is conciiiird until ilew break- 

6lirohigi"ls are made on account of the 
rime factor. The fundamental assertional 

/ concurrent process refinement iech- 
1 niqizes have been clarified and exleiair- 
1 ed to the point of application, and are 

generalisable to real-time and proba- 
bilistic systems. Unification of sequen- 
rial refinement and reification tech- I .  

is very nearby (only Back's tech- 
must still be I~clitded). vihiie for 

concurrency considerable advance ro- 
wards unification of refinement tech- 
niques has been made, with a potential 

1 sf extension towards real-time. 

Partners (10) 

Eindhoven, NL: Eindhoven Unlversiry 
of Technology (coordinator) 
Greiioble, F. lMAG 
Herakflon, GR: Forth Institute of 
Computer Science Crete 
Mista, 5: Swedish Institute of Co~nputes 
Science 
Liege, B: Universite de Liege 
London, UK: Imperial College of 
Science, Medicine and Technology 
Manchester, UK: University of 
Manchester 
Nijmegen. NL: Katholieke Universiteit 
Nijmegen 
Oxford, rjK: University of Oxford 
Rehovot, ISR: Weizmann Institute of 
Science and Techilotogy 

R 

Administrative Coordinator: 
Ir. Michiel Wijers 
Room BG 3.25, 
Eindhoven University of Technology, 
P.O. Box 5 13, 
NL-5600 MB Eindhovm 

] Tel: 4-3 1 40 474 536 
Fax: 4-3 1 40 445 I87 
Email: csaamw@urc.tue.nl 

n this issue of ERCIWII news, you 
wi41 find a n~ery interesting colles- 

tion of articles, illustrating some of the 
activities of EERCIM members in dis- 
tributed systems. For those ~vho at- 
tended the recent ERCJM workshop 
on distributed systems in Lisbsa, these 
papers complement what Bas been 
seen and heard there. 

Parallelism and d ~ \ t r i b ~ i s n  go hand in 
hand. Mu?tiprocersors for parlraliei pro- 
cessing are using technique\, parad~gms 
and protocols origlnatil~g from dl>- 
tributed systems research. '"Languages 
and Parallel Systems", by Michel 
Banatre, deccsibes a parallel object-ori- 
ented language for GOTHIC, a system 
which connbil~es fault-tolerance, distri- 
bution and parallelism. 

Also in an object-oriented framework, 
Sacha Krakowiak repons the results and 
achievements of the GUIDE project, 
whose main activity has taken place 
within the ESPRIT pro-ject COMAN- 
DOS. Its objective is to explore distri- 
bution based on heterogeneous Ilosts m- 
terconnected by LANs. The main goals 
and components, as well as the current 
stafus, are reported. 

STARFISH is a project seeking tram- 
parency of hardware heterogeneity, 
through the use of a common operating 
system ported to he different platforms. 
Amoeba is the \elected OS, in this re- 
port by Martin Kersten from CW. The 
main objective in order ta obtain support 

for generic application building. is to 
constract a coinpiex ob-jecr server, with 
emphasis on dynamic query load bal- 
ancing and active database support, 

i 
Secunty la becoming a great concern for 
everyone in ~nformatlon processing, in 
the measure where people depend more 
on computers, computer interconnect~on 
and intemetwork~ng is growlng every- 
day* and hackers are becomlng more ag- 
gressive. Saturne 1s a well-tested tech- 
nology to toolerate accidental faults and 
intrus~ons m distributed systems. Based 

cyphering, fragrnenl.6~~. ren?iratinn r ---=--- 

and dls\emlnarion, Sarurne's main fea- 
tures are reporied in this issue by Vves 
Derwaree. 

Fabis Tarini repor~s on "An Italian 
Project ;For the Development of 
Distributed Computing Systems". It 
seeks to define a set of guidelines for the 
design and evaiwdtion of distributed sys- 
tems architectures. The core idea is to 
pursue the achieve~nel~t of performabil- 
ity, the co~nbination of high levels of re- 
liability and performance. The PACS 
project in particular, is described. 

Peter Ochsenschlager JGMD) and 
Tommaso Bolognesi (CNR), propose to 
address a problem which is gaining im- 
portance currently: the complexjiy and 
roburtness of the specification and anai- 
qsis of dirtributed systems. Formal spec- 
ificat~on methods are proposed in order 
to reduce design inconsistencies and to 
remove design faults. The tool proposed 
in "The Product Network Machine" is 
implemented in CommonLisp on 



I & 
0 1 yjqbolics or Macintosh. The tools re- ne! and its facilities are used to build a y 
a 1 poired ia  '.Fo~rna! Specification and Languages fadit-tolcran!. kernel. Starting from a stw- 

j Verificati:;~ of Disrribu?ed Sysrems" be- dard kernel (MACH/BSF-u:, the basic 2 / long n the frriaewoi~ of the well-known 
- 

, ESPRIT project LOTOSPHERE. which and Para 
u\es the LOTBS formal descr~pr~on Ian- 
g~iage 

An image processing workstation for 
medical and ~ndustrlal daagnoseic par- 
posesis reported by Ovidio Saivetti in 
'"Pictorial Distributed Systems". Its main 
components and the hardware and soft- 
ware architectarc are discussed. 

B n  the evoiukion of dlstribnred systems 
research there are two challenging and 

Systems 

A significant aspect of work on dis- 
tributed systems in the 

" "Tiangages et Syst2mes Parallklesv' 
(ESP) group is based on results sb- 
tained within the GOTHIC project. 

fahait-tolerant 1-i~echanisms (atomic trans- 
actions. e%c.> are integrated in order to 
provide reliable servers. Jn tightly csu- 
pled architectures, the STM is used in- 
stead of the common memory, thus only 
caches -'see" the STM. Hence, the STM 
cani be cons~ciered to contaln current 
claeckpoints of every process i-unning on 
processors, which are updated when 
caches flush data. Hn this case fault-nsi- 
erane aspects are tran:spa-renr to the pro- 
GeSSOKS. 

s 
Please centact: MVdlcheB BenPtre - 

related topics: the combination of distrl- This continued work is, in particular: ~ ~ R ~ ~ - I R ~ S ~  

bution, fault-tolerance and real-ilme in focussed around parallel object-osi- +33 1 99 634 $1 00 
emaii: banatre@irlsa.fr 

the designing of the recently called re- ented languages and the design of 
spowstve systems; and distrtbuted algo- 
rithms and protocols solving problems 
for several flavours ofthe systems above 
The paper by Noel Plouzeau reports work 
on the development and debug of 
.'Distr~buted Algorithms and Protocols". 
The paper by Gerard LeLann describes 
the main goals of "Project REFLECS", 
which seeks algorithms and protocol\, 
analytical models and verification mea- 
surements for responsive systems. The 
paper by Paulo Verissimo, "Group 
Orientatiog in Distributed Systems" re- 
ports reflections aborat a systematics for 
structuring and programming w ~ i h  
groups in distributed systems, since 
groups are gaining importance as a 
paradigm to program distributed appli- 
cations, and simultaneously a notion that 
pervades all layers of an architecture. 

m 
Please contact: Paulo Verissirne - INESC 
+351 1 31 5 5150 
email: paulov@inesc.pt 

fault-tolerant architectures based on 
the stable transactional memory 
(STM) technology. 

Tne parallel object-orien~ed language de- 
fined in GOTHIC has been redesigned 
in order to integrate exception handling 
mechanisms and to provide an appropri- 
ate solution to the difficult problem of 
making inheritance and synchronisation 
fit together. A new version of object run- 
'rime support on the multiprocessor ar- 
chitectcre i~ also b e i ~ g  de~irrned O 

Particular consideration is being given 
to problems related to: 

protection, in order to get benefit from 
the object concept at the run-time level; 

load-balancing, and in particular the 
study of the relationship between load 
balancing and distributed virtual memo- 
ry management strategies; 

data allocation, in order to optirnise un- 
derlying cache management; 

distributed garbage collection; 

transparency of fault-tolerant rnecha- 
nisms at the object programming level; 

Our research in fauit-tolerant architec- 
tures are based on the use of the stable 
lransacrio~~al memory (STM) technolo- 
gy, a STM can be considered as a gen- 
eralisation of the stable memory provid- 
ed in the GOTHIC architecture. It con- 
tains a coherent sfate (checkpoint) of each 
process running on any processor of the 
architecture. Iln loosely coupled archi- 
tectures, the STM is visible from the ker- 



A Project for i 
I 

the i 
I 
i Design, mplementetiion, and Beve opment i I 

i icaion af a Transparent of Distributed 
Distribk~ted Com-ao~atlna I v&4 Svstem d" Computing 1 I 

I 

ce ( p i  the major trends in *node~-n 
computing ~s the grouping of 

many computers, rather different 
wnorrg %beanseBves, into one system 
Traaesparea~cy sf all the sgistem9s re- 
warces to the user is an important re- 
quiren~cnt,  The Starfish project is a 
cslklaba~rative action between CiVh, 
\'rije Universitei t ,  Univers i ty  of 
TM eniie, and hiniversity sf Amsterdam, 
as create wcla a distributed sjstem. 
The ppajjecf w a s  until 1993 and in-  
volses alsobt 110 researchers, It 1s part- 
l y  financed by the Foundation for 
Computes Science in The Netherbands 
gsnoN). 

As computers get iess expensive and 
more numerous. many organisations find 
that they have many computers that need 
to co-operate. This requires a single, uni- 
form, operating system that allows all 
the computers to work together in  a 
seamless way. Processes on any machine 
must be able to communicate wieh re- 
mote processes in the same way that they 
communicate with Local ones. in order to 
make it pos~ible to reconfigure the sys-  
tem. For example, i f  two processes need 
to communicate, it is highly undesirable 
that they use one mechanism, i f  they hap- 
pen to be Oil the same processor, and a 
different one, i f  they happen to be on dif- 
ferent processors. Similarly, there sho~tld 
be a single way to access a file. whether 
that file happens ro be on the local ma- 
chine, on a file server in the same build- 
ing, or in a distant city. Bn general, the 

1 physical location of  processes, dala, and 

i 
a!; resources should be transparent, with 
access handled automatically and ef f i -  
ciently by the operating system. 

Within the Starfish project, we beiieve 
that transparency should be achieved by 

rtnlning rllc same operaling system, pos- 
sibly on different kinds of hardware. 'The 
system chosen is Amoeba, a distributed 
operating systtem designed and imple- 
mented at the Vri.je Universiteit ;ind CW1. 
On top ofrhis operating system we need 
several generic application systems, pro- 
viding the required Fdnctionality and ex- 
ploiting the distributed platform e f f i -  
ciently. Therefme, a prime objective i s  
to develop an extensible complex ob~ect 
server, which provides the user with a 
data modci and query language ro de- 
scribe and manipulate graph-like objects. 
The task o f  the object server is %o ef f i -  
ciently implement this model under the 
Amoeba system, shielding the complex- 
ity of  maintaining the fragmented repre- 
sentation by means of  clustering, index- 
ing, and query evaluation strategies. 

The research actions focus on the soft- 
ware architecture o f  an extensible com- 
plex object server, wieh the emphasis on 
dynamic query load balancing and active 
database support. To  illustrate, an active 
database system is eharacterised by a set 
o f  event-condition-action pairs, which 
describe actions to be taken upon en- 
countering an event in a particular 
database state. The correctness criterion 
for transaction management, i.e. serial- 
isability, is a serious handicap in achiev- 
ing a more efficient system and limits the 
modelling o f  cooperative behaviour o f  
autonomous sgstems. Well-founded ex- 
ecution models and efficient algorithms 
are needed in both research areas men- 
tioned. In addition, research questions 
related to efficient IVAN communicatio~~ 
protocols, fault tolerance, data distribu- 
tion, language interworking, and appli- 
cation o f  the system in robotics are being 
addressed. 

rn 
Please contact: Martin Kersten - CVVB 
-~31 20 592 4066 
email: mk@cwi.n! 

Systems 
by Fablo Tarini 

NR is funding a 3-year project 
(19911-1993) for $he sta~dy of 

"Programming environments and ar- 
chitectures for distributed systems de- 
velopment''. The project addresses the 
roberstness, fault tolerance and high 
performanre required by critical ap- 
plications and by some of their sper- 
atiwg environments. These require- 
ments can be satisfied exploiting the 
redundancy andlor parallelism avail- 
able in distributed architectures. The 
main purpose of the project is to de- 
fine a set of guidelines f ~ r  the design 
and evaluation of distributed system 
architect8ares; on which such applica- 
-&ions can be dei.eioped a& u -=z-= P 913. 

Operating units from several Italian uni- 
versities (Rome,  Pisa, Bologna and 
Modena) and CNR (IEI and CNUCE) are 
collaboraiing in the project, investigat- 
ing problems regarding both system and 
application aspects, which include: 

definition of  programming tools for non 
transparent management o f  fault toler- 
ance at application level; 

design of  reliable and fault tolerant al- 

gorithms and data structures; 

analytic and simulative models for eval- 
irarion of  reliability and performance; 

deveiopment and testing oPparailelism 
models aimed at optimising system reli- 
ability and performance; 

system architectures for fault tolerance 
in distributed environments, both on the 
basis oPexisting systems and prototyped 
according to a new computational model. 

The CNUCE and Pisa University oper- 
atlng units are working on a wb-project 



nalmec? P h C S  (P:rfo:~nabilitg. Achieving 
Computing Systems). aimed at studying 
and pmpesing a class of distributed com- 
puting systems with hig"n"per'io3-mabiE- 
ity-", intended as high lcvch reliability and 
performance, wirh wide scalability be- 
tween these two features to attain <he re- 
quired level o f  dqei~dabilitj/. The moei- 
vation is the conviction that future com- 
. : < ... :" -.-,-,. :.-- 
p u r b h  L v r i ~  r u y u : i v  

increasingly in?;proved reliability and per- 
rormance. "Jon Neumann's anode: can 
no longer be expected to deterrninc frrr- 
thcr suhtan'siai progress, except for rech- 
nological evolutions. Other computa- 
tional modeis are thus Being proposed as 
alternatives. 

PACS is based on BSM, a dataflow-hike 
coinprrtatio~lal model, extended to non- 
determinism. In this mode! ,  asyn- 
chronous entities with variable granu- 
larity behave atomically (without inter- 
actions during their execution); global 
handling o f  such entities and dynamic al- 
location o f  their instances to the execu- 
tion units are controlled by an inte~rcter, 
whose strategies can be defined asr ~i f unc- 
tion of the reliability and performance 
levels that the target machine should 
achieve. 

During the PACS project, the airrl is to 
complete the definition o f  this model and 
to propose computer architectures; some 
systems are being simulated and two pro- 
totypes are under development in order 
to verify at which level the desired "'per- 
formability" features are achieved. 

Dlatrlbated 

gorithma 
and Pestseo 

f he objective - B F  orogect AEF 
(Algorithane$ DistcibuCs et  

Prsstocales) is to design a complex sand 
still badiy understood class d 
objects: distributed algorithms. 

The resulting prototypes consist o f  a set 
o f  components, used both for execution 
and for control handling. One is a 
"Search Mode Configurable Computer", 
so called because the interpreter resides 
on a special component, while the other 
components just execute interpreter as- 
signed modules: this prototype is based 
on Transputer cards. TI-re second proto- 
type is based on a distributed UNlX en- 
vironment and is an "Interconnection 
Mode Configurable Computer", in which 
both interpretation and execution func- 
tions co~~espvnding lo a single rtiodule 
are carried our on each unit. 

s 
Please contact: Fabio Tarini - 
CNUCE-CNW 
+3950593111 
email: tarini@icnucevrn.cnuce~cnr.it 

:?isms helps lj)  :;:lfi-:siu&irl,~ - ;ha: f ~ u i i -  
dalko:ls and in defining iie.ir/ p:::-adigms 
for the constlncrion o f  basic ;tEgii;ithms, 
which provide ci,mrnon syslern services: 
resource sharing., dci-cctiorz o f  occum-rence 
of gla~hai properties em a distributed com- 
p~tarioti, gathering of di:<iribrr~ed data. 
etc. 

,A. g:.c.c! i..:?:,.,.,,'.;+22 -' ;til:+!2riip? '"llr:". 
u 

rilhli~ic is i 'c~:  aiso needs espcrirnenih 
and impiementatiol~s of algorit11111s on 
distributed memory machines. 'To this 
aiml a distributed kerncE providing ;i vJr.  

tual rime facility Is ua~clcr i*seveluyrr.rcnt; 

P process time h e  - message send 

0 sninirnal local state w r b breakpsli~t 

n rnaxsrnai iocal state w r t breekpcjant 
.- 

x Local breakpoint 

Distributed algorithms emerge from its main [unction will he distributed sim- 

the network research fieici (protoco!~ ulalion. 

are indeed special cases o f  such algo- 
Correct definition and impieinenlation 

rithms. aiming at communication imple- 
o f  distributed tilgoritkins is a difficult 

mentalion), 
matter; providing a user with facilities to . operating system concepts (because o f  monitor arid debug programs during ex.. 

their parallel nature), and ecution on a distributed memory nta- 

programini~lg methodology (because chine, is at need. 

o f  their algorithmic issues). 
The ADP project is currently developing 

 hi^ triple nature is  characteristic ofdis- a distributed debugger environment, 

rributed algorithms and their called Erebus. This tool has facilities for 
~h~ INRIA ADP aims replayinga distributed computation, set- 

studying these b y  using three dif- ting global breakpoints and displaying 

feretlt approaches: the sequence o f  states reached by the ciis- 
tributed computation. 

I .  understar-iding their foundations, B 
Please eontact: Michel Waynal or Nab! 2. defining and implementing a dis- Plouzeabn - INR,A-IW,SA 

tributed kernel, +331 99362000 
3 .  defining and implementing a dis- emaii: Michel.Raynai@ir1sa.fr 

tributed debugger. email: Noel.Plsuzeaad@irisaafr 

Looking for basic concepts and mecha- 
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z a The Product Net MaeBsine: 
rated SscPes 

Specification and 
s sf Distributed 

I 
I 
1 bv Peter Ochsensehl%qer 

ver the last few gears, the GMD 
Institute for Systems Engineering 

in Darmstadt has developed and test- 
ed product nets techniques as formal 
descriptive toois for distributed sys- 

The relevant descriptive tool must per- 
mit a level of ahtraction which empha- 
sises the n~~rtually adapted behaviour of 
the respective parties that is essential to 
successful cooperation, while ignoring 
their different types (h~rman being, com- 
puter or com~nlanications medium) and 

, ~ (he consistent change of s s ~ = e  csuseti il'i 

the relevant parties by the achievement 
of a coop era ti or^ target. 

the insiividua% behavtviou~ of each indi- 
vidual partner? 

the interaceiol-~ betv~een the parixers, 
and 

the csmbinabion of identical individu- 
ai behaviour ro form behirviolirai pal- 
terns. 

In addition, the product nets allow com- 
prehensive computerised analysis of the 
dynamics of the specified system which 
ultimately makes it possible to check that 
the inte~play between the individual sys- 
tem components is con-ect. 

terns. ways of generating it. It must be used to 
The product net machine is an integrat- 

- ed tool for the designing and 1 analysis of product net speci- 
fications which masters the de- 
gree of complexity involved in 
specifications of practical rel- 
evance. The designing of prod- 
uct nets is supported by a 

I graphic editor which also en- ! sures syntactical accuracy. For 
analysis of the dynamic be- 
haviour of a specificarion, both 

, the complete reachability graph 
/ can be determined and random 

or user-oriented simulation can 
be performed. In the case of 
simplified analysis of the dy- 
namics, e.g. of the type re- 
quired for verification purpos- 
es, it is also possible to com- 

I puter so-called "reduced" 1 reachability graphs. 
- -- - 

Product Net specification of the alternating bit protocol 

Conventional forms of human interac- 
tion and cooperation are increasingly 
being supplemented or even supplanted 
by the use of computer systems and new 
communications media. This results in 
complex distributed systems, made up of 
different individual components. To en- 
sure the necessary reliability and securi- 
ty of such systems, a clear and straight- 
forward design concept is required. In 
view of the heterogeneity of the systems, 
e.g. different components supplied by 
different manufacturers, this necessitates 

I a uniform descriptive tool for the entire 

system. 

develop specifications which are not con- 
fined to describing individual partners in 
cooperation, but whose essential task lies 
in the mutually corresponding arrange- 
ment of all parties involved in achieving 
a cooperative target. 

The product nets developed in the 
Institute for Systems Engineering are la- 
belled Petri nets with individual tokens. 
They permit formal and uniform defini- 
tion of all aspects essential to the de- 
scription of interactive cooperation, in 
particular: 

The product net machine is im- 
plemented in CommonLisp on 
Symbolics or Macintosh with 

MacHvory. It is the core element of a tool 
box whose expansion with further veri- 
fication. implementation and test tools is 
planned. 

aP 
Please contact: Peter (achsenschlages - 
GMD 
+49 61 51 869 283 
email: 
ochsenschiaeger@darmstadt.gmd.de 
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nleCriba w e * $ t r k k  wa-wwm ated 

Systems 

aturne is a jsinl research project 
of INRHA and LAAS-CNRS aim- 

ing at devejopiag new solutions to im- 
prove the dependability sf distributed 
computing systems by means of h n i t -  
tolerance techniques, Within this pro- 
ject, a particular technique, ca%led 
F r a g m e n t a t i o n - R e d u n d a ~ ~ c y -  
Scattering, has been developed in 
order $0 tolerate both accidental faults 
and intrusions. 

Many distributed systems have been de- 
signed to tolerate accidental faults be- 
caise distribution enables isolation of el- 
ements so that error propagation can be 
prevented or limited. srfie appror-ch 
can be applied to tolerate, not only acci- 
dental faults, but also inltentional opera- 
tional faults. or intrusions. A distributed 
system is intrusion-tolerant if it is de- 
signed so that any intrusion into a part of 
this system will not endanger confiden- 
tiality, integrity and availability. By in- 
trusion, we mean not only computer 
break-ins by non-registered people, but 
also attempts by registered users to ex- 
ceed or abuse their privileges. In partic- 
ular, possible malice of security admin- 
istrators is taken into account. 

Fragmentation-Redundancy -Scattering 
(FRS) is a technique which enables to re- 
cover erroneous data destroyed or con- 
taminated by accidental faults or by in- 
trusions, while preserving the confiden- 
tiality of sensitive data. FRS consists of 
cutting information into small, non-sig- 
nificant fragments, adding redundancy 
to these fragments and scattering the frag- 
ments through the distributed system, so 
as to tolerate intrusions into a part of the 
system with no consequence on data con- 

- 
;RS ha:, heen ic &~~erei;~ 
z . ,,*. . 
ik t l i ls  af distributed systems such as per- 
sistent file sronge. S G C L ~ ~ & ~  Inanagcriieilt 
and confide~tiai &:a processing. C~~rrenii 
developments include the sehidy of secu- 
rity Inanagerueill of large interconnect- 
ed distributed systems, access sontroi :a 
objects in an object-01-ienied distributed 
system and fragmented object process- 
ing. 

Please contact: Yves Deswarts - 
LAAS-CNRS & $HRIA 
4-33 64 33 62 88 
emal&:deswarte@lass.fr 

Distributed 

High Speed 
Networks 
by Norma Lijtmaer 

R ecent developments concerning 
High Speed Networks with mesh 

topdogies make them increasingly ap- 
pealing. Furthermore, multiple active, 
dynamic distributed applications re- 
quire  a dynamic mapping tha t  is 
strongly related to the structure and 
the topology of the application. 

In High Speed Networks with mesh 
topologies, stations are interconnected 
by dedicated, point to point links and 
have multiple incoming and outgoing 
links that may exhibit regular patterns. 
Flooding techi~iques and routing deci- 
sions are the two basic strategies used to 
transmit information. The flooding tech- 
nique is simpler, and ensures that the unit 
of information reaches its destination 
with a minimurn delay. On the negative 
side, bandwidth is wasted and network 
congestion/starvation needs to be pre- 
vented. Instead, routing decisions make 
stations more complex, and buffering re- 

" - 3;J21"I*1e, : ' ""-"'-,'" .-'Z.,.\t-*""i i I"-'"'."' s-lss L""bL..i* ~ i ! . * e & t * . ~ - . ~  :fib . "~ \ ,>  W X ~  

. , :?;ei.voi-k s ; ~ i m ~ ; . ~ ~ : ~ e R  i s  .kisea ua.l~re effi- 
cie~:ti:y-. 111 geaeri?;. Kgh Spi-eci Wetiiiorks 
zdopri~g ii mcfh copologg, ,~l;ether reg- 
ular or not. offer high performance 
+h- al,lougiip~:, efficieni chai~nei utilisntion. 

and law delay. In addition* the proposed 
access protocols guarantee - or could 
be modified to grrarantee -fairness, dis- 
tribution, minimum initial knowledge of 
the topology, easy ihynamilic configura- 
tion and beu~lhiec? delay properties for 
supporting real-time constraints. 

T>. uisi-ribrated applicatioll systems builr on 
Wide Area Networks, Metropolitan 
Networks or High Speed Local Area 
Networks have intrinsic virtual topolo- 
gies that are re-elated to the evolution of 
the applicatiol-is. Several applications, 
each with its own different virtual topol- 
ogy, may be present and simultaneous- 
ly executing on the same network. In fact, 
the distinctive charzcteristic of a dis- 
tributed application is that infomation 
processing activities are provided by a 
set of cooperating. logically separaie in- 
formation processing units or compo- 
izet?ts. These discrete components may 
be located within more than one system 
and at niore than one geographical ioca- 
tion, and may evolve in parallel. The 
structure by which the logically separate 
--~--''>C.-iq -4. 3 A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h 1 ~ ~ 0 r ?  pr,n~;.-ot;,," 
. - ' - . k i y W t b z i : . ,  L.: - u:. ,L' l"uLL'\a  -:yy::bLa::.JAL 

are to be integrated is a vi~. tual  ne f .  
Virtual nets use application-dependent 
communicatioi~ structures for connect- 
ing the parallel, autonomous tasks of the 
applications, and for regulating the ex- 
change of data and control among these 
tasks. They are supported by mechanisms 
for specifying various aspects of config- 
uration, communication and time con- 
straints 

Eventually, programming and operating 
system constructs must be provided to 
allow the infrastructure to map the vir- 
tual topology on the logical/physical one. 
The infrastructure must be able to deal 
with a heterogeneous environment, with 
different policies, with application open- 
endedness and with negotiation mecha- 
nisms. Formal models must be adopted 
to specify the primitive constructs and to 
prove significant properties. 

m 
Please contact: Norma Lijtmaer - IEI-CHR 
+3950593487 
emair: iijtmaer@vm.iei.pI.cnr.it 



Distributed 
Systems 

s par$ c~;"  the activities of the Sub- 
project ""Dedicated Processor$" of 

the CUR Special Project -"Information 
Systems and Parallel Computing", an 
image processing workstation, de- 
signed for medical and industrial di- 
agnostic purposes, is being imple- 
mented at IEI. 

Thc workstation is dedicated to produc- 
ing and deriving knowledge froin digital 
images and can be connected with other 
clone ;vorkscaaions i i ~  a di~t~ibiiteii al-- 

chitecture o f  high-level speciaiised com- 
1 ponents. Models capable o f  managing 

y tem and application dependent fea- 1 tures have been developed and standards 1 have been defined for both hardware and 
/ software components. 

Four fundamental categories o f  physical 
and/or logical resources have been stud- 
ied: 

. the data ~ p e ~  which are dependent on 
the acquisition, restitution, management 
and storage specifics; 

Imagc Management 
B Processing 

The system hardware architecture 

WEFLECS 
by Gerard Le bann 

time development simulation and paral- 
lelism at giobal and local levels. The sys- 
tem architecture is  the basis on which spc- 
cialised work stations can be construct- 
ed for the creation o f  a stai~dardised 
distributed image-based diagnostic sys -  
+-- 

R esearch & Development activi- 
ties conducted within Project 

WEFLECS concentrate on those al- 
g i s r i t h ~ i c  issues ar is ing with 
Distributed Real-Time Fault-Tolerant 
computing systems. The major out- 
put of this proeject are algorithms and 

of  the image operating system; 
. the intelligent pi-oi.esscs which repre- 
sent the system knowledge; 
. the c~om~xunication rnorlrls which stan- 
dardise the exchange o f  data and pro- 
cesses. 

I 

An image system designed for diagnos- 
tic scopes must include: 
a) open hw/sw system facilities; 
b )  signal and image acquisition devices 
and the relative hardware modules; 
c)  dedicated workstation and giobal and 
local system software functionalities; 
d )  support for specific methodologies. 

ILI11. 
. the procedures arzdpt-ocessin,q modules protocols, as well as analytical mod- / 

The figure shows the hardware architec- 
ture of  the general system. which is based 
on a multiprocessor and inultibus arclii- 
tecture for signal and image acquisition 
and parallel computing. Dedicated pro- 
cessors permit the sysiem to offer real- 

The software architecture is based on thc 
following main components: 
. a high level man-machine interface 
which permits time sharing and defines 
different user work contexts; 
. an image processing system ( IPM) 
which includes algorithms and proce- 
dures for signal processing at different 
levels o f  complexity; an IPM/TPM and 
IPM/host communication kernel. The sta- 
tion can be specialised to meet the needs 
of  particular applications by integrating 
system modules appropriately. 

a 
Please contact: Ovidio Salvetti - IEI-CNR 
a3950593455 
email: chromo@vm.iei.pi.cnr.it 

el% and $ehavioural/performance 
data. 

The notion of distribution used in pro- 
ject REFLECS is that detined in the mid- 
70's ,  i . ~ .  control o f  concurrent asyn- 
chronous activities in the absence o f  
global system state. Obviously, we do 
not equate distribution with networking 
or openness. It is assumed Chat process- 
es can exchange messages and ihat faults 
can occur at random. W e  consider crash, 
omission and timing failures. Under such 
assumptions, we are interested in prov- 
ing the existence of specific properties. 
such as global safety or global livcness, 
whenevcr processes conflict with each 
other at run-time. With respect to real- 
time issues, the underlying premise of  
our work is that self-adaptive (or dy- 
namic) solutions raise interesting re- 
search challenges and are those needed 



. . ompien-;cn:i sysLems, i n  c i t i i e  

wor-ds, we do not assume lu l l  a priori 
~ " knov,/lecige o f  (utt~re mn-llnx con&r:ons. 

Our wsrii focusc?; 011 the folItrvving lwo 
areas : 

Tile chanr~ei multi-access problenl i s  
solved iesing contention-based prolo- 
cois; severai ciasses oi s~ici? proCoc01s 
have been devised for "~:si~veniiors:i!'~ 
cZranneP speeds (e.g. Ethernet category). 
ihal are prc~babilistis or deteminisiic - 
possibly for wireless networks - as well 
a s  for "high-speed" chanr:eis (e.g. i 
Gbiis/s).  W e  have shown that coil- 
tention-.based protocols are best suited 
for- rigorously satisfying timing con- 
straints whenever systems exhibit some 
reasonable complexity. 

= Computation 
* .  Concurrency contra and rellabie ccn- 

sensus algorithms, based on two differ- 
ent types o f  architectures, are being in- 
vestigated: conventional ones and mas- 
sively paralje? architectures. One 
objective is to gain a better understand- 
ing o f  tl-ie possible merits of  "optimistic" 
approaches. 

In the area o f  I-rul-tinze, we are invcsti- 
gaiil-ig time-dependent scheduling ar- 
tributes, such as time-value functions 
(TVF). Bur current work can be sum- 
marised as f01Iows: 

how to break the complexity (NP) of  
the scheduling problem; interesting poiy- 
nomial heuristics based an TVFs have 
been developed 

how to integrate time-oriented schedul- 

ing, fault-tolerance and concurrency 
coiitrol; in other words, what are the ap- 
propriate algorithins that, for exampie, 
maintain process atoinicy and meet pro- 
cess timing requirements. 

On \peclfic occasions, e.g. pint exper- 
mental work with u\ers/manufacturers, 
prototypes ale developed by Prcyect RE- 
FLECS. 

m 

Please contact: Gerard Le Lann - lNRBA 
933 1 39 63 55 11 
email: glt@fanny,inria.fr 

C ncreasing me of distributed systems, 
a -  ! d\ ii:t '&= ~ G s ~ a ~ i ? b p u z ~ C a d k t g  G C L ~ ? ~ $ ~ B  & =  

<ation of activities, wtin1u4ates the need 
rod- structuring $hose activitie5 around 
groups of pa:ti~ipanfs, for F ~ ~ E O P I G  of 
coasi~tensg, user-friendlioess, perfor- 
mance and dependability. The concept 
appeacs intuukikelp in a11 flavours of 
distributed actions: when participants 
cooperate in an activity (eg. manage- 
ment of a partitioned datal~ase, dis- 
tributed document pra~cessing or dis- 
tributed ~ ~ B $ C ~ S S  control), compete for 
a given activitj (eg. diqtributed use of 
a resource), or execute a replicated ac- 
tivity for performance or fault-toger- 
ance reasons, (eg. replicated database 
Terves, replicated actuator). 

Paradigms, irlgoriehms and technologies 
to assist the solution o f  these distributed 
problems have been presented in the re- 
cent years (distl-ibuted synchrcsnisation, 
replication and concurrency control, re- 
liahte group commbuication, multicast 
networking support). Building blocks for 
group activity have been studied in the 
past in pioneering pro-jects such as the V- 
kerr~el or ISIS, and are currently the sub- 
ject of  great interest. illustrated by pro- 
jects as the PSYNCHJx-Kernel, DELTA- 
4, IBM AAS, amongst others. 

Encapsulation, modularity and diversi- 
ty, fault tolerance and timeliaess, may be 
provided by the cornbincd notion o f  ob- 
ject and group. Different object groups 
in a system may be concerrred with dif- 
ferent activities, have different methods 
and properties, solve different problems 
in a harmonious way, allow for several 
domains o f  consistency and ordering to 
coexist, provide increment;iI levels o f  
fault-tolerance, real-limc, etc. 

research tcaxn.;, addrcsscd the problem 
i3-i' groitpsin the context of disiribctcti 
i':ruli-aoicr:inr.e and real-time. 

v)- , hc aoiioz~ oP group pervades zli iayei-s 
OK a distributed architecture, from mul- 
tic'. 'tstlng . ' con~~mkinicarion in'irastr~cXuress 
and group commranication protocois with 
diverse order, agreement and synchro- 
nis11-1 prc~perties, to group lnanagemenl 
services, such as men-nbership, replica- 
tion and cooperation management. 
Measures of  the passage of  time are also 
paramount, taking several flavours, de- 
pending on the real-time needs. from 
timers to global time services built on top 
of approximately synchronised local 
clocks. 

The concepts of  group-oriented cooper- 
ation and information sharing are ex- 
tremely relevant, from a number of user 
viewpoints. Two very diverse applica- 
tion fields illustrate ahat relevance: com- 
puter supported collaborative group 
working (CSCGW); distributed computer 
control systems (DCCS). 

Computer supported collaborative group 
working has beei? a discipline of  grow- 
ing interest, in the measure where 
widespread, ever-increasing use of  com- 
munications and distributed systems 
make its application in a large number o f  
activities possible, both in local and ge- 
ographically broad areas. Distributed 
coinputer control is a very challenging 
field in fast evoiution. The target systems 
encountered in the process control area 
are an ideal field to explore the i-ioiions 
o f  direct distribution, concurrency and 
groups. 

The es5entlally concepiual work oi iys- 
ternativng group oriented programming 
will be s~al~dated by two project\ in these 
two areas currently starting in our group. 

A generic systematics of  group oricnta- @ 
tion in distributed systems is yet to be p~,,,, ,,,tact: p,,i, \lerissimo - ~NESC 
developed. W e  are currently addressing 6-351 1 31 ti 51 50 

that problem at INESC, departing from ernail: ~ a " ' ~ ~ @ ~ ~ e ~ ~ - ~ ~  

our experience in DELTA-4, an ESPRlT 
prqject started 1986 and ended in 199 1 ,  
where our team, in cooperation with other 



trils~ried (although a \in@ object may 
not). 

I 
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1 #Em- necessary. ih language has bee:: designed the Mach 3,0 rnicrokemei. was corn- / 
G W B U ~  to support this i~lodel. ~ ie tcc i  in 1991. Hrnplementafiom is ' 

planned f a  1942. 

VIDE is a resear ch project joint- 
ly conducted by IMAG (univer- 

sities of Grenoble and CNRS), and 
Bull. who recently formed a joint re- 
search unit called Bull-%MA@/Sys- 
temes. GUIDE is also a ccp~nponenk of 
the ESPRIT prqject COMANDOS 
(Construction and Management of 
Distributed Open Systems), whose aim 
is to develop a general object-orient- 
ed platform for distributed appiiica- 
tisns. Buhl is the prime contractor of 
this project. The objective of GUIDE 
is to explore distributed computing 
based on a set of heterogeneous indi- 
vidual workstations interconnected by 
a high-speed local area network. 

5 
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Two main application domains are doc- 
ument management and program devel- 
opment. The document management ap- 
plication (cooperative document editor) 
is developed in project Opera, a joint 
IIMAG-INRIA project. 

projecta Objects are persistent (they survive to El 1 
procedtrre executions) and are nanied by please cowtad: SacRs Ky&oi&& - ~ ~ 1 1 -  

The initial development involves an 
Ethernet-based local network intercon- 
necting about 16 workstations (currenc- 
l y  Bull DPX-1000, DPX-2, Sun-3, 

1 a brief urr'ique!gi defined references. An object IMAO Systems 

I may be com~sosed of coroplex structures '33 76 63 48 34 
email: krakswiak@imag.fr / overview (an object car! contain references to other 1 

ohiects?. These structitres may be dis- j 

BecStation 3100). IJnixlh4 is being used 
both as a development system and as a 
support for an initial implementation. 

Comptitationaf model: 
Objects are passive. Execution is sup- 
ported by activities (seqileniial process- 
es) which execute within jobs. A job pro- 
vides a virtual addressing space where 
objects can be dynamically bound. A job 
can dynamically diffuse to several sites. 
An activity executes as a sequence of 
(synchronous) object invocations. 
Communication between jobs (and be- 
tween activities witnin a job) is essen- 
dally by means of shared objects. Objects 
may contain synchronisation conditions 
to control their concurrent execution. 
Atomic objects and transactions are sup- 
ported. 

Object memory: 
The object memory is implemented as a 
two-level store. At the lower level, a 
Storage Subsystem (SS) is in charge of 
the long-term storage of persistent ob- 
jects (there is no "file system"). At ihe 
upper level, a Virtual Object Memory 
JVOM) supports the execution of jobs 
(i.e. objects bound to jobs for execution 
are addressed in the VOM). Both VOM 
and SS are distributed. Objects are lo- 
cated within VOM and SS using their 
references. Location hints are used to 
speed up the search. The SS supports 
multiple copies, and versions. 

Current stat~ss 

Formal 
Specification 
and 
Verification of 
Distributed 
Systems at 
CNR 

Project overview 

Object model: 
Objects are the vehicle for computation 
and for data storage. The object model 
is based on a separate definition of types 
(interface descriptions) and classes (im- 
plementations and instance generators). 
Several imple~nentations of a type may 
coexist. Objects are created as instances 
of classes. Subtyping and subclassing hl- 
erarchies are defined, with simple inher- 
itance. Conformity is statically checked; 

By the end of 199 1, a first version of the 
system was developed on top of Unix. It 
was designed to provide a minimum 
basis for supporting distributed applica- 
tions, specified in terms of the model as 
quickly as possible, and to identify prob- 
Iems raised by the implementation of an 
Object-Oriented Architecture on top of 
Unix. A first implelnentation of the lan- 
guage has also been developed. The tar- 
get language is C. 

by "Cowrmaso Bolognesi and 
Alessandre Fantechi 
- -- 

R esearchers from CNUCE and IEI 
have been active over the last few 

years in the field of formal methods 
for the specification and verification1 
of concurrent systems, in particular 
methods based on process algebras 
and temporal logic. The applications 
of such techniques to distributed sys- 
tems have been tried extensively, and 
special attention has been given to the 
realm of communication protocoIs for 
distributed applications. 

Standard Formal Description Techniques 
(FDTs) have been defined by IS0 for the 
rigorous description of protocols and ser- 
vices developed in the OS1 Reference 
Model. One of these techniques, based 
on process algebras, is LOTOS which, 
due to its expressivity and flexibility, can 
be used in general for the specification 
and development of reactive, concurrent, 
embedded, distributed infomation sys- 
tems. 

The aim of the ESPRIT I6 LOTO- 



S-~BHZR- G _.-,.; . ';\iJ. -p.ii.\ L s : t f i  Para a methodology and to build s~ippo1-t tools 

F77 = Fortran 79 
PBF = Paralie! Distribution Format 

1 VM = Virtual Machine (parallel) 

~ - . . 

to Favour a widespread use of LOTOS in 
these *Fieids of application, throughout 
the whole software life cycle, from spec- 

Fortran 
ification to ine~ple~~~entaiion and testing, by Chris WadswortR 

-- -- 

CNUCE and IEI are two of the sixisen 
part~erqart ic ipai ing in this project. 
Their role has been vital in :he definition zth cct;:pukr t.kes-,e,is~s ~ s ~ r ~  
of Correctness Preserving Transforma- have long cherished the goal of a 
rions between different stages of a progranlming language that ef- 

LebTZbS specification in the software life ficiently on all computers, ~~~t~~~ 
cycle. They are also active in the design was the first &&high level" language and 
of tools to support the Transfornations owe ofthe earliest for w~hiCiB coEn- 
and tools which integrate behavioural pileks existed for a standardised lan- 
equivalence verification with temporal guage across a wide range of machines. 
logic verification. Fortran also now serves as a medium 

sf exchange, and has becolne the dam= 
This work has been carried out in COT-  inane language for and engi- 
laboration with the University of Twente? neering 
the Polytechnic University of Madrid, 
INWHW and LAAS-CNRS. 

,+e<A- 7x.,> 
% L . U h L , ~  

The BRLIVZ pa-ojec~:, names after Its part- 
ners Bsunel. RAL, Intercept, and Meiko, 
seeks to extend this to parailel machines 
based on a distributed memory architec- 
ture, such as transputer-based systems 
a d  hypercubes. A major objective of 
BRIM is so design and develop tech- 
niques for Fortran compiiation that are 
scalable to larger numbers of processors. 
thus capitalising on the characteristic ad- 
vantage of distributed memory syste~xs 
over other parallel ~nachines. 

Please contact: Tommass Bolegnesi - 
CNUGE-CNR, 
+39 50 59331 9 
email: bolog@fd%.enuee.cnr.it 
or 
Alessandro Fantechi - IEB-CNR 
c3950593489 
email: fantecRi@vm.iei.pi.cnr=It 

The Figure shows the overall structure 
of the BRIM compiier. The input is s~aia- 
dard Fortran 77. The heart of the design 
is the use of an intermediate langbiage 
PDF (Parallel Y3scribtntion Format). PDF 
serves as an interface between the 
Anal yser, which recognises opportuni- 
ties for parallelism in the source, and the 

, I Anslyser --r- PBB - 

i 

1 Hyper- 
cubes 

BRiM cosnpiser structure 

The advent of comlnercia!ly-avai1ab1e 
vector and parallei machines from the 
mid- 1970s onwards posed new chal- 
lenges for compiler writers to exploit ef- 
fectively the architectures and capabili- 
ties of these machines. Initially non-stan- 
dard extensions to Fortran, in the form 
of compiler directives, were a necessary 
expedient and powability was lost. In the 
last five years or so research on automatic 
analysis and transformation techniques 
has matured rapidly. Good compilers for 
standard Fortran 77 are now available for 
vector machines and for parallel ma- 
chines based on a shared memory archi- 

Mapper, which generates code for the 
target parallel system. For portability the 
Mapper is designed to produce code for 
a parallel Virtual Machine capable of ef- 
ficient realisation across a range of phys- 
ical machines, including systems using 
transputers and iXd0 processors. The ini- 
tial implelnentation is planned for T800- 
transputer systems. The project is 011 the 
point of testing its design and techniques 
on real Fortran programs. 

m 
Please contact: Chris Wadsw~erth 
+4423544SlQl 
email: cpw@inf.rl.ac.uk 



Envlrsnmenta 
Mathematics - 
An 
Interdiscipliglary 
project a% CWI 

by Hewk Nieland 

L asi year CWEI decided to stimulate 
alreadg7 existing interaction be- 

tween several of its research groups by 
s f  ucturing part of the research into a 
number of interdisciplinary projects, 
One of these, Environmental 

. - c.l~-.al discipline:; include numericar 
I-r-iathernatics (e.g. cornputationa'i f l u i d  
dynaamics). image reconstruction, dy- 
nanrical systems 2nd chaos, statistics, op- 
timal controB, bioinalhemaiics  id large- 
scale cor-npuiation on super- and paral- 
lel coxnputers. 

The research pian for 1992 involves thc 
foilowing ropics: 

Adaptive grid software for PDE9s 

Numerical simr~lation (on a CRAY "d- 

MP) of brine flow for predicting the po- 
tential transport of radio-active poilutanbs 

Populatiola biology of infections 

Theoretrc and rtocba5t:c system paop- 
cstles of IMAGE (Integrated Model to 
Asse5s the Greenhouse Effect), devel- 
oped at RIVM by J .  Rotman 

Numer ecal andly\as of IIMAGE 

,\tgcpri,&ms far ;iir p ~ i l i i ~ i o n  na,,,qr' .r LP- IS? 

including a massively parailel igodei or: 
:i Ca,rzne@',ioil Machii;~ 

Seochaslic modelling of transport pntb- 
!ems in soils with non-uniform distribu- 
tions of p l i i~~t  r001s 

Poliutictn by scdirnent tian\p(>ri in shal- 
low waters 

Most of the prc>jccis are to be carried out 
in close cooperation with exeen~al par- 
ties; CWH is very much interested in a 
rapid exlension of its rcsearch colaracrs 
in environme~ied m~i~hematics. The scale 
on which several sf the phenomena occur 
make this research a truly internationii! 
eilterprise. 

H 
Please contact: Jan Verbver - CbrI 
+31 20 592 4096 
email: janv@cwi.nl 

. .  . . . .  . 
kgatheaxatiss (project leader Jaw . Re~movai sf p;ensr;iv;ty to the ~ r ; r t i a i  

Ver~ver), started up its activities in stkite in climate models 
January 1992 with the first of a series 
EPP ~ m p o s i a  entitled "'ii'opics in  r- -- -.. - -- - . . ..- . - - -- 

Environmental Mathematics". I 
I 

. i . . . . . . . D 1 . l . . . . a . D  1 

I The subject of the  first meeting was 
' 

"Afialytical and Numerical Aspects of 
Modelling Groundwater Pollution"; it 

* . - * a " - a - o -  

was organized in cooperation with the . s e - m s m a - a a ~  

National Institute of Pubi~c Heaith and 
Environ~nentai Hygiene (RIVM) and 

. 8 . 1 . 1 D " . 0 . . o . . . . . D -  

IBM Nederland. The second meeting, en- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s - . m ~ s  

* * * e a . - " o m m a * * ~ m . " b  

visaged for the second half of 1992, will s a a * e - a a a e ~ s B . ~ e o * a o  

* ~ * . ~ . o ~ ~ ~ a , * # ~ * 3 v . .  

focus on similar probleins for  the 
Atmosphere. The main aims of the pro- 
ject are to develop advanced mathcmat- 
icai methods for the environmental sci- 

0 

ences, thus contributing to their strategic 
and applied multidisciplinary research, 
and to train young researchers in envi- 
ronmen!ai mathematics. 

Environmental research is multidisci- 
plinary, involving scientific disciplines 
l ike meteorology, oceanography, hy- 
drology, geology, biology, physics, 
chemistry and mathematics.  

-- 

Mathematical and computational tech- L ~ ... -.-.-pp-..--..-p ~- 

niques are essential in several simulation The North West European Continental Shelf is the stage of several jarge-scale 
lnodels for problems. environmental problems, such as water pollution, sediment transport and eco= 
Such models occur for exampie in bio- logic changes. Realistic mathematical models, solved numericaily on high- 
sphere dynamics, population dynamics, speed, massively parallel computers may help in controlling those problems, 
hydrology, regionai air pollution, glob- Based on a 3D shallow-water model, developed at CWI, more detailed studies 

energy and clilnatic change, and the are envisaged in cooperation with the Tida! Water Division of the Dutch B(VaBel 

diffusion of chemical compounds. Control and Public Works Depa~ment. The picture shows part of the campu. 

Relevant and computa- tational grid used in the current CWI model for computing tidal waves. 



An 
Equations 
Reasoning 
Svstem LS in 
Standard ML 

by Brian Matthews 

s park of the IEATP sponsored 
project 08 Equational Reasoning 

for [~0t8% Verification, RAIL is devel- 
oping an equational reauoning system 
(known as MERILE), in conjunction 
with 68asgow University. This system 
is inspired and influenced by the ERII, 
system previously developed at RAL, 
retaining such features as order-sort- 
ed reasoning, configurabiiiity, and user 
interface style, but is written in 
Standard ML, rather than the origi- 
nal Prolog. 

At the current siage s f  cievelopmeni f i e  
system can perform equational reason- 
ing tasks, (rewriting, unification, corn- 
pletion, theorem proving) in a framework 
of order-sorted semantics. Work is now 
continuing to extend the underlying Iog- 
ical system to allow reasoning modulo 
equations as well as modulo sorts, ex- 
tending the capabilities of the systern be- 
yond the original ERIL system. At pre- 
sent, MERILL has a menu driven tele- 
type interface. 

Future plans for  IVERILL inciude: 
adding a tactic language to allow the user 
to set up and run provably correct equa- 
tional reasoning tasks; the extension for 
inore and more powerful ordering meth- 
ods; adding forms of inductive inference 
(structural and completion based) with- 
in an order-sorted framework; adding a 
theory store to allow the proof of theo- 
rems over large scale systems; building 
a window based user-interface, using X- 
windows, to allow a greater ease of use 
of the system. Plans for the use of the 
systern include the resting of properties 

of ,.--,n-. 
r u 1 specifications, experimei~is 

in pam"lelisatlofi and the verification of 
prcperiies and refineme:~t in algebrnic 
specifications. 

Please contact: Brian Matihsv~s  - RAL 
4.44 235 44 6380 
ernaii: bmm@inl.rl,sc.uk 

Naamerica 
Automalie 
Quadrature 

esearcbers of the Colmputational 
Mathematics Group of HEP-CNR 

are currently collaborating with re- 
searchers of the Universities of Pisa 
and Trento in the field of numerical 
automatic quadrature. This research 
is financed by the CNR Special PrGect 
""mnovazione produttiva nelle piccsle 
e medie imprese" with an overall an- 
nual involvement of' three mas years, 

The n~trnericai computation sf  integrals 
is a practical problem and there is much 
interest in general nnethocbs of computa- 
tion and in software for numerical inte- 
gration. An automatic integration pro- 
gram receives the following as input: the 
extreme of integration interval, the inte- 
grand function, and the absolute error tol- 
erance specified by the user: and outputs 
the estimated en-or tolerance with the es- 
timated integral value. 

A non-adaptive automatic quadrature 
schemata consists in cornp~~ting the error 
estimate arid iutegral value more accu- 
rately by applying a family of integra- 
tion fornlulas of increasing precision or 
compounding a fixed formula, until the 
user request is satisfied or some abnor- 
mal termination condition is verified. 

The main drawback to non-adaptive 
quadrature is that the distribution of 
nodes in the interval is established a pri- 
ori by the selected formulas. Thus, if a 

f~'aln&on prer;en& s.r;me dif'ficulries 2s 8 

-, ph i ,Bc  :nt / 1.e. . peaks o: 5ingciarides ), nodes 
v~iil be added an)r;vher-,, whereas they 
are needed isilly the neighbourhood of 
the difficiiit poinr. 

- a  . i iiis drawback is overcome by using 
adaptive aufolrmatic quadrature, which 
adds nodes in the neighbourhoods of dif- 
iicuit points. This recnnique needs 2: aaca 
structure, to store a partition of the inre- 
gratioi? intervab with ail error esaimalc 
and iniegrai value for any sub-interval, 
anti a local qiradrature module, to corn- 
pute the error estimate and the integral 
value for the general sub-interval. At any 
step, the sub-intervmi with the worst enor 
estimate is kiseceed and the local quadra- 
ture nnodule is applied to both new in- 
tervals, until the total error is less than 
the error specified in input or some ab- 
normal termination condition is verified. 

The aim of the research Is to develop a 
global automatic adaptive program which 
results faster and more reliable than ex- 
isting ones. A first important result has 
been achieved by introducing a family 
of interpolatory formulas with positive 
weights (called recursive monotone sta- 
ble formulas (RMS)) that permits the 
composition withaut wasting previous- 
ly computed functional values, TWO 
globally adaptive integrators of QUAD- 
PACK: QAG and QAGS, have been im- 
proved by substituting the Gauss Kronrod 
rules in the local quadrature module by 
RMS ones. Extensive numerical tests 
have shown that the resulting programs 
are faster, perform less functional eval- 
uations and are more reliable. 

Some additional research is being con- 
ducted on local error estimate techniques 
and testing techniques to evaluate and 
compare automatic quadrature programs. 
At present, a theoretical study of the 
asymptotic behaviour of automatic 
quadrature program3 is under way. 

Please contact: Paola Favati - BE!-CNW 
+39 50 5536 59 
email: favati@vm.iei.pi.cnr.it 



/ I Graphics 
I I Systems 

eseareh is currently under way at 
CNUCE in the formal modelling 

of interactive systems with the aim of 
developing a theory of interactive 
graphics systemsas, and a presentation 
of the theory in the form of a reference 
model. 

Three specific topics are being addressed: 

1 .The specification, and the undersranci- 
ing, of the fundamental notion of inter- 
actor. A model of interaction is being de- 
veloped based on a characterisation of 
the notion of interactor that has airedy 
been investigated using several notations 
and tools such as Extended CSP, 
Temporal Logic and EOTOS. A method- 
ology is also being described to generate 
correct specifications of hierarchical in- 
teraction devices from high level con- 
structs, implemented through a visual 
language. 

2. The development of a common frame- 
work for interaction and graphlcs system 
to be uoed to incorporate novel modali- 
ties. Th~s  part of the work 1s mainly based 
on the refinement of the Model of User 
Interface Management System (UIMS) 
set up dunng the Euro-ogciph~cs Workshop 
held In L~sbon in June 1990. The map- 
ping between the I/O objecrr of the 
Lisbon Model and the charactensat~on of 
the notlon of nnteractor has been definzd 
and a methodology for the spee~ficarlon 
of Transihrmation Objects 1s belng In- 
vestigated to ensure 5ystern consistency. 

3. The defin~tion of a common reference 
model for graphics and for interactive 
systems. A Reference Model for 
Computer Graphics (RMCG) is being 
standardiqed within the ISO/TEC 

Cc~n111:iree responsible for cornpate: 
graphics (ITCl!SC 24) and has just 
reached rha stage of Drafi Snten-nationai 
Standard. I: provides a basic framewark 
and ser 04 conceptwwithin which con<- 
puler- graphics systems and their rela- 
tionships to other areas can be described. 
Here, the objective is to investigate in 
rlepih the capability of the RMCG to de- 
;4;31.3k8i :;ic pjji3ccss ;fi;sra;;$;iz-l zai;d its 
relationship wit11 UihfS. 

Ti 
3 ilese activities have been incirtded in a 
?art of k'he AMODEUS project {Assaying 
Means Of Design Expression fur Users 
and Sysierns), an Esprit Basic Research 
Actio:~~ The partners of CNUCE in the 
work package on system modelling are 
SERC/RAL (D.Duce) also an ERCTM 
parrner, the 13CI Group of York 
University (M.Harrison), and rhe 
Laboraioire de Genie Infonriatique of the 
UniversitC de Grenobte (J.Couteaz). The 
project takes an interdisciplinary ap- 
proach to interaction by considering the 
integration of user's and system's mod- 
els a ~ d  by fos~lssing on the following ob- 
jectives: 

the enhancement of the potential for fu- 
ture information Technology by con- 
tributing to a systematic basis for de- 
signing interfaces that will be usable by 
*l--:-: -&--a a c,...*L-:-:-&.-.&.a -- 
i i i c i i  ~$ i~~ ; i i~ i eu  i i 3 G i b  iili Li1C.i: iiiLCiluuU dp- 

plications 

the providing of the foundations for 
techniques that will support the effective 
design of usable interfaces to Information 
Technology 5ystems. 

the -reinfo]-cing of interdisciplinary links 
by directly addressing the question of 
how different modelling approaches, 
drawn from different disciplines such as 
computer and cognitive sciences, can best 
be integrated to support interface design. 

aegl 

Please contact: Giorgio Faconti - 
CNUCE-CNR 
+3958593%41 
email: iacapnti@icoucevx.cnesce.cnr.lt 

aving enjoyed a strong positive 
interest, the first prototype of is- 

News v~as  presented to the public, In  
&he meantime the experimental sys- 
tem was demonstrated to many visi- 
tors of the GiVD-Institute for 
Integrated Publication a n d  
Information Systems at Darxnstadt, 

Is-News, an experiment of the anstltute, 
I S  an exampie of a multimedia mfc~rma- 
tion product of the future. The first pro- 
totype war realised as a combined ef- 
fort, with contributions from ail the In- 
strture's research projects. The cunenl 
prototype of is-News is a comprehen- 
aive hyperdocument in which seven 
components are integrated. The layout 
of a printed newspaper was chosen for 
the overall design of the user mterface. 
So far, the applicationc available are a 
pool sf aflicles, v*hich can be searched 
according to specific user interest, a hy- 
pertext article on the Chinese room de- 
bate, seaiching and reading tools for re- 
trieving information from external 
sources like international bulietin boards 
or public online data bases, a knowl- 
edge-based system for infomation on 
conferences, a dictionary, and - to 
prove multimediali'ty - a pool of video 
clips, whlch can be selected by the user 
according to his interest and then played 
in a window on the screen in various 
ways, manipulated uslng a mouse. 

Much interest has been shown in the pro- 
totype by experts from puhlishi~lg hous- 
es, joun>alists, software houses. consul- 
tants, and the general public, too. A com- 
prehensive description of the current 
is-News prototype was published in 
GMD Spiegel 119 1 (in Gennan). Copies 
are availabie from Gb'lD-Institute for 
Integrated Publication and Information 
Sy szems. 

%I 
Please contact: Marlies Bcken.feid - GMD 
+49 61 51 875 81 2 
email: ockenfeld@kmx.gmd.dhp.de 



ieatlsn %or Graphic User 
nleaf aces 

bga" &lichaei Spsnke sufficient for the irnplernzntatisn of a 
- - complete application. Additional inter- 

,,,>+:-.a +o-Lm:r.,.-o 0 ~? o--,,+;q* vo*+mm 

G raphie CEiv* inxerfzces .-'L ., . " ' u - ' . . ' A y - - .  ' ?  ". ---* " 1 1 5  * -11111 

make hife for the but pies and manipulating objects with tile 

more difficult for the programmer, moiise. are required in Cfie drawing plane. 

 hi^ pact has led GMD de- GINA therefore includes predefined car- 
velap 6Sgeneris interactive a-appii- egoriedor fsr~?rogramniing direct manip- 

cation", GINA. taiaiion bechniques. By overwriting cer- 
tain n~ethods, :he programmer can, for 

GINA is a mnn~able progri11 with graph- 
ic user interface. T t  includes no applica- 
tion-specific functions. The abject-ori- 
enled techniques employed are ideally 
suited for providing program sections 
which are identical in various applica- 
e- CULS ..- in ' ;he form of reusable software, 
New applications are implemented by 
forming the specified GINA categories 
and overwriting certain methods. Only 
those iimctiona"relemer\t,s of an applica- 
tion which are actually new need to be 
coded. 

The stanclard functions of a typical ap- 
pl~cation ase predefined in GINA and are 
8-re r;.--l", ::- --:+-A Qr;- --,?.-- 1- --- 
u I U A B U C I ~ S )  I I ~ ~ G ~ I L G U .  2 -1 G,xkCU12plG. Vd:ll- 

inands for saving and loading document\ 
and a general mechanism for cancelling 
and repeating commands are atready in- 
cluded In GINA itself. This greatly sim- 
plifies the progmm~ner's work, while also 
providing a uniform lnlerface for a whole 
range of applications. 

example, define ii specific graphic feed- 
back which will be displayed uneil rhe 
mouse button is released. 

GINA exasts 317 verslonb urlng $he pro- 
grarnrnlng languages ComrnonLlspl 
CLOS and CT+ The L ~ s p  veraron I\ 

freely ava~iable, includes comprehensive 
documenQtazlon and 1s already being used 
worldwide by a number of leading pilot 
users. The C++ version can be demon- 
strated bur has no: yet been supplied to 
users. 

a 
Please contact: Michael Spenke - GMD 
a492241 142642 
email: spenke@gmcizi.gmd.de 

New Perbllicatian 

T hornas Berlage from the GiWD 
Institute for Applied Information 

Mesh Generation is 
1; 

ne to the distinct shsstuge of suit- i m  
able texts on mesh generation / 

methods in finite element analysis, 
Paul-Louis Ge~rge ,  a Research Bf i ce r  
at iBN&dX, has wrntken the book 
=%uromathc Mesh Generarien - , 
Application $0 Finite Element / 
Nlethods", published by Wi l e ,  1 

I 

A Junction: mesh of the entire 
domain after recomposition of sub- 
meshes, 

This book resulrs from research performed m 
mehh generailon by the authol over the last 
few years. Reader? are glven a detalied sul- 
vey of ex~stlng methods for merh geilerdtlon. 
Structured and unstfuctur ed mnefhes are con- 
sidered rn the d~ffereni chapters ahich in- 
clude numerous f~gures and apphcat~on ex- 
amples. 

The book aimr to be highly accessible and 

GINA is based on inlema~onai smdards, Technology has written an important hope to appeal to student?, researchers, as 

in particular the interface elements of book for all application designers and well as engineers workrng with finite ele- 

Q S F I R / I ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  a set of elementary blocks developers who want to provide their ment\. 

for graphic-lnleractive user interfaces. uNPX Programs with a graphical 
This book 1s also available 111 Flench, pub- 

GINA integrates the pedormance fea- lrshed by Ma5son 
tures of the $eandards and provides them 

The book wrth the title "OSFmotd und 
B 

with complementary functtonality. 'Fhe Please contact: Paul-Louis George - 
~ ~ ~ j f  blocks such as bars=, dad-Wi1:dow System" describes archi- lNRIA 

'henus" and u'pu5h-~utlons3- - so- lecture and funct~onailiy of Motif and X +a3 ;r 39 63 56 03 

called wldgees - are as object and presents many examples of programs email: gearg@modulef.itaris.fr 

categories, The  GIN^ and vaiuabie practlcal hints. The publish- 

BuiIdern tool allows window buildmg to er kddison-Wesley has just published the 

be specified by mews of simple draw- work comprising of more than 400 pages 

Ing. yhe resources of the can be in English, under tile title "0SFl;JMotlf - 

adjusted using interactive boxei. Concepts and Programming". 
@ 

As shown example of a graphic Please contact: Thomas Berlage - GMD 
+49 2241 14 2078 

editor, the Motif blocks are not usually ernail: Thomas Berlage@.gmd.dbp.de 
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Eindhsven ~ ~ 

1 
1 
I 

by Jaap Molenaar I 

--- 
i 
i ~ bout three years ago the Faculty 

of Mathematics and Computing 1 
Science of the Eindhoven University 1 
of Technology founded the Institute -- 

for Mathematics ccPnsra'ting The ""c9481arW Forms an essentlai part OF certain packaging machines. lWDE 
(IwDE)* The obtained the  optimal solution for its design by nsn-standard techniques 

idea is increase the interaction be- from differ.fintSa1 geometry. 
tween current resear-ch and industri- 
al consultirrg. IWDE9s primary task is 
the coordination and stimuBation of 

research and contract edu- the s01~~"Lon presented answers the orig- Un' i\el , - - sny " or from other EC:MI centres. 

~h~ Instiante maintains elose inal question and that the client can eas- Until now courses were given on:  

conrsections with the ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i t ~ ~ ~  ily handte this answer i n  practice. i3eat and Mass Transfer 
acadeniic two-pears training course on (prof, S. McKee, S(rathclyde, ,Scotland) 
ma$hema$ics to an industrial The modelling of nrost prqjects is done 

and is involved in $he by IWDE staft'(at presen12.5 positionsj, Finite Element Methods 

E~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~i~~~ for after which the projects are run by (dr. J.K.M. Jansell. Eindhoven) 

Mathematics in Industry (EGMI), Faculty slaff. Annually about teir ~ r o h -  . Design of Experiments 
lems are handled. Some examples of cur- (dl-, J.B. ~ i j k ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  ~ i ~ ~ d b ~ ~ ~ ~ )  
rent or recentiy finished projects are: BWDE deJs  with a great variety of math- Inverse Problems 

elriatical problems in industry, mainly - Analysis of' Torsional Vibratiolls in a (prof. H. ~ ~ ~ 1 ,  ~ i ~ ~ ,  ~~~t~.~) 
sten~rning from disciplines other than Crank Shaft 
mathematics. Most problems require Analysis of the Vibration in a Kettle Courses being prepared at present are: 
derivation and application of non-stan- Druln Spline Approximations 
dard mathematics. As engineering com- 
panies are used to apply standard tech- Design of an "Optimal Collar", an - ~ ~ ~ b i ~ ~ l ~ ~ i ~ l  Optimisalion 
niques in a restricted they usu- Essential Pare of some Packaging 

Industrial Noise Reduction 
ally do nmi know how to deal with such Machines 

problems. Derivation of Algorithms for  the Scatistics in Industry 

Driving Device of a Milling Machille . Chaos Theory ,and Time Series Analysis 
Afier deciding which ~nathematical tech- Data Reconciliation in a Chemical Plant 
niques to employ in order to solve the IWDE, Faculty of Mathematics and 
problem under consideration, a contract = Aco~'"ica1 Detection of in C6,mputing Science, Eindhoven 
vdirh the company is concluded in which Chimneys University of Technology, P.0. Box 5 13, 
problem definition, mathematical knowl- 5600 MB Eindhoven, 'Fhe Netherlands. 
edge and tools to be delivered, price, date IWDE has recently started to  organise R 
of deliverance and secrecy agreements courses on mathematical subjects rele- 

Please contact: Jaap Molenear 
are settled. Usually a major part of the vant to industry. taking examples from ., sioasad ~ i ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~  - 
available time is spent on sol'tware de- real-life problems, where possible. Eindhoven University of Technology 

velopment. Also much care is taken that Courses are given by experts from the +31 4047476017571603 
email: wstaiwde@win.tue.n! 
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i reinforces 
Languages, ESTEREL, LUSTRE and Dcl'cncc: 
WH$;Ntl&, to realise a basis capable trf 
being integrated inas real-tilie appli- hlri~y Irncinsbl-ies. such as TH:'(>MSON.. 16 

- i.' : _--- ., cooperation cations deveiop~miienk kernels, ,AJ-:YN 1 e.~,, ALsTHoM iirio aEc :vhn 
con!<iitiifc pa>fefitia? users, have aireczdy i 

with BULL 
I 

'rhree r.esearcll leliirls ( ~ N B $ I A - w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  cxp~-ts!xd diiieir inferesl in !his projeci. I 
I 

1 YMAG and 1NMIA-Sophia) and Eixir sol':- a 1 

rangis I,a,renhz, General Dkertnr 
of BUE,L, and Alain Bensonssan, 

President of INRI 4, signed an agree- 
ment in June 1991 to reinforce coog- 
ea-ation, n hick has exi~ted for several 
gear$, This partnership is based on the 
conception and realisation of fault tol- 
erant distributed sy~ le~ns ,  over a four 
year period. 

Thc Bobircr for Re.,earci~ and Aocianced 
Progl ammlng at Bull and the 1,anguage 
and Pdrallel Systems team d t  

INRIA/TRBSA have heell iooperatzng nn 
projects GOTHIC and FTM aurnng the 
la\t four years. Project GOIH'IC has 
glven ~e \ea rche~s  at IRISA the oppo~tu- 
nity io implemeni the tdult tolerant ''st&- 
ble mcrnory" concept The Fl'M (Fault 

I Toicrant Machrne) project applies this 
concept to weak1 y coupled multi-pro- 1 ce\\oi machnes. 

I 
These \tudles are purmed, In parrrcular 
w i t h  the framework ol the PTM pro- 
jcct a i ~ d  the new ESPRIT project, 
FASST, for ctrongly coupled 5ystcms 

B 
Please contact: Michel Bangtre - INWIA- 
lWlSA 
+33 1 99 84 71 00 
email: banatre@iaisa.fr 

SYNCHRONE 
by Albert Benveniste 

P roject SYNCHRONE aims at 
defining and realising a common 

basis for synchronous programming 
tools to lay the foundation f o r  true nor- 

< , '  " ( < , - , 7 ; ~ ; ~ b  &,lj;$b_r(; .2&&b &iii , icj i ;3i& - 
r.7 I E R E ~ , *  TNl [cJy SIGNAL and VER- INWIA-sRISW 

lgCJG i,r  L,USTRE,) a?-c irlvoived ill this 4-33 96 84 71 QO 
email: $ewveniste@irise.-fP 

projcct which i s  suppc?rted by Ci321 
jglirck 3: ?(;a innovai ive  P r o j e c ~ s  ili 

Hnfonnatics) and for which the firs: phase 

1 European Resaarcii Consortium / ior informatics and liiat:ieiiir?lics 

I 
1 The European Research Consortium for i~%osmetics end MethemsPi~es 1 

offers I 

The fellowships wiil have a duration of 18 months. divided into 3 pel-iods of six months, 
each to be spent in one of the 6 ERCIM institutes (CNR. Call, GMD. INESC. iNRIA, RAL). 
1 he program will stari on 1 July 1992. 

Research Themes 

Artificial intelligence 
Complexity and algor~tiims 
Computer graphics and visualizatiori 
Concurrency 
Databases and information retrieval 
Data protection 
High speed networking 
Human computer interaction 
Multimedia systems 

Performance analysis 
Scientific computation 
Signal processing 
Software for paraliel systems 
Software technology 
Speech and image processing 
Symbol~c computation 
Systems and control theory 
VLSl design 

Applications 

Before 15 February 1992 
-Maxirnun age .  35 
-PhD's only 
-(former) employees of ERCIM niembers do not qualify 

Information 

For detailed information and application foim, contact 

ERCIM Tel + 33 (I) 39 63 53 78 
Domaine de Voluceaii Fax + 33 (1)  39 63 53 30 
B.P. 105 Email . ercim@inria.inria.fi 
78153 Le Chesnay cedex, France 
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$ 1  New Program as the oitlcis! partner kwon,- pi% a i 
61 
Z 

/-- f 4 e- 

puker science cooperatiarrr with Gerniany. 

"~mphaais on 
2 Rxe cIT was established in 1984 by the relations ~ ~ i t k  
L " /  German- stale legislature of Vi:-giiaia with the aim 

o i  pmrnoting and irnplenienting applied cs / American rcscarch in information technology and 
other high-technology Pieic'ls thsougli (Austra ~2~42r~k i ; rp~  S c p y ~ ~ ! :  ~ ~ p ; \ r p r ~ j t i ~ i .  ?-ncj i ? -  

I I Cooperation dustrj~. 

by Hans Klaus 

IMD and %he Virgania Center for 
Inarovative Technolog  (CHT) 

Rave recently concluded agreements 
on $cientific exchange9 and coopera- 
tion in the fields of computer science 
research and knowledge transfer, 

The aim is to exchange GMD scientists 
with the computer science faculties of 
universities in Virginia, represented by 
the CIT. The agree~ncnts also provide for 
infomation and visitor exchanges. At the 
same time, a contribution is to be made 
through the CIT to the Western European 
Program of the National Science 
Fotundation, with researchers from 
Virginia being encouraged to submit ap- 
piications ihr Fincliang of joint prvjxts 
with Gennan researchers. GMD is named 

To mark the conclusion of the two-year 
framework agreenne~~t between GMD 
and CIT, the Govzrnor of Virginia, 
Lawrence Dough, Wiidcr. visited GMD 
itn 7 June, 199 1.  to sign the agreement 
togeiher with the Director oi'GMD, Pro[. 
Dr. Gerhard Seegmiiller. 

M 
Please contact: Hans Klaus - GMD 
+a92241 142256 
small: klaus@kmx.gmd.dbp.de 

Governor of Virginia, and Prof. Dr. 
Gerhard Seegmijller, Director of 
GMD, signing the agreement 
(Photo: Miinch, GMD) 

by Adrian Baddeley 

visit to CWH, end of September 
last year, by Dr. Ron Sandland of 

Australia's CSIIRO (Commonwealth 
Scientific & Industr ial  Research 
Organisation) reinforced CW19s sci- 
entific relations with the Division of 
Mathematics and Statistics of this or- 
ganisation. 

These relations started with the appoint- 
ment of Prof. Adrian Baddeley - a for- 
mer CSliRO employee - as the leader 
of CWl's project on Image Analysis, and 
were followed by a number of CSlRO 
researchers visiting CWT. Since 1990, 
CWI participates with CSIRO in a con- 
sultation contract with ACliRk 
(Australian Coal Industry Research 
Laboratories). Dr. N.I. Fischer (CSIRO) 
and Prof. Baddeley are currentiy plan- 
ning a pilot research project to analyse 
spatial patterns of fracture lines in min- 
ing areas (with the purpose of increasing 
safety and profit). 

Dr. Sandland, Chief of CSIRO's Division 
of Mathematics and Statistics, presented 
his Division's work. which concentrates 
on computatio~zal fluid dynamics and 
process modelling, statistical process 
modelling and quality improvement, 
computer intensive statistical methods, 
signal and image analysis and software 
development. I-Ie was particularly inter- 
ested in CWl's research in computational 
t lu~d dynamics, operations research, sys- 
tem & control theory, mathematicai 
statistics and image analysis. 

m 
Please contact: Adrian Baddelev - CWI 



Management Cooperation in LJniv.) 
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Committee at Computer 
- U. Yechiali ("iinlv. Tei Aviv) 

1 
i o ( . l l /  / Z ~ P L ~  NC>SW~O~./CS: P. Naln jlNRHA) 'a 

1 GMD Seienee 
S/r.~x.risi-r:r' Design of iHighi:; P~zi-atlei 

T Re Management Committee of the 
Japanese Inst i tute  for New 

Generation Computer Technology 
(BCOT) visited GMD on October 16. 
1991, headed by Committee Chairman 
Sukeyoshi Sakai, and accompanied by 
IIC<$T9s Executive Director Hiroichi 
Hisoshige and  two  Department  
Directors. 

Tlie visitors were weicorned by GMD's 
Board Chairman Prof. Dr. Gerhard 
Seegmiiller, and briefed on recent de- 
velopments 011 CMD's research teams, 
as well as on activities in the five new 
Genman Federal Stares in Ease Ccmany. 

According to the special interests of the 
visitors. they were also informed on the 
procedures for funding and budgeting by 
Mr. Erich Kammerer, on GMD's indus- 
trial relations and technology transfcr by 
Dr. Karlheinz Schunk, and on European 
Cooperation by Dr. Hans-6. Klaus. Each 
presen~ation led to intensive discussions. 

TCOT, founded in 1982, is scheduied to 
finish its operations in early 1992. It is 
expected that a new instit~kte will be 
founded in 1992 in relation with a new 
Japanese long-term R&D program for 
New Information Processing 
Technologies (NTPT) which is presently 
being prepared by the Japanese 
Government. 

Ba 
Please eontad: Dieter MBnch - GMB 
a49 2241 14 2271 
smail: moench@kmx.gmd.dbpPde 

C., ii' T:.,. ,, ,? C .-,. + .,,,,-, . . sl c., ..,. ;,,* 
L , t  $, s *,,,LL% L, ," . ,&L#6'h.  U~ U',L,.,#Ufi Y -  -, 

b y  Pierre N6pomiaslchy - h.1. Yoeli (Technion Haih)  
- -- -- -- - ..-~- 

csopera$ion, sprriiesoked by t he  
French Mini5try of Research and 

Technology and the Hqraeli Ministry 
of Science and Technology, ~viitb a total 
budget of one mi11ion US dollars, was 
initiated in May 8990 e i t h  the ft~BB11ow- 
hag pro,jects: 

0 p t i c . a l  Pi?tei.cc~r)nec t s  joi. Paraliel 
Sy~tcmr :  P Chavel (Inst. Opt~yue) - L. 
Rudolph (Hebrew UINV.) 

,Yprcif'ic.utioi~ and Vci-<fi;fic.uiion of' Real 
Time Systems: 9. SEfakic (IMAG) - D. 
Hare1 (Weizmanri Inst.) 

T/z'lzcor~~iicnl arztl Parall~l  Al,qoi.ithms[oi. 
Em.1~ \'ision: M .  Berbhod (INRIA) - S. 
Peleg (Hebrew Univ.) 

Prxrallclizutiot?  aspect,^ of Nonlineui- 
Diffci-entiul Equarions wit11 Applications 
to Compufutional Fluid Dynamics: R. 
Ternam (Univ.Paris-Sud) - M. Israeli 
(Technion Haiffa) 

Inre,yrated Distril?uled Con7putlr~,g: S. 
Kr-akowiak (Univ.Grenoble) - A. Barak 
(Hebrcw Univ.) 

Development of'Ke.solri-CP Alloc.atiotz 
Sti-atrfies Jbr Multic~ompurc~rs Using 
Visuulisafionst £3. Plateau (IMAG) & F. 
Andre (IRISA) - 14. Zernik (Tcchnisn 
H ai fa) 

Please conlack Pierrs Nepsmiastehy - 
ii4RIA 
933 1 39 63 56 46 
email: pnepc@nuei.insia.fr 

- 

German 
Cooperation 

he idea of s tar t ing a joint 
Australian-(;erman research pro- 

gramme with a series of three work- 
sht~ps first arose during a visit to GMD 
and other Q;erman and Ea9ra~pean re-  
search instito$es in May I990 by an 
Australian delegation on micraselec- 
tronics and software technoiogy. 

A group of six German scientists (five 
from CMD,  one from Dortmund 
University) took part in Brisbane last 
year, in  the first Australian-German 
workshop on aspects of software tech- 
nology. The aim crf the workshop \was to 
explore overlapping research interests 
and draw up a short-term programme for 
joint research activities. 

The highlight of the cooperation will be 
the presentation of the results at the "14th 
International Conference on Software 
Engineering" in Melbourne in May 1992. 

E 
Dynamztally Poi I ~ ~ L O I Z L ' ~  D ~ l f ~ f l ~ w  111 0 $lease confact: Bernd Kramer - GMD 
Numen~ul  Envrronmrrzt P. Berger (EN- +49 224'1 14 2448 

SEEIHT-Toulouse) - 1. Gottl~eb (Bar Ilan kraemer@gmdzi.gmkdkdde 

Univ.) 

Cotzcun-mce in Aigehr-aic Sl~ecifi'cations 



:,ion pape"(2-4 pages) describing reie- I , , , ~ ~  pcrs.steill systcrlls 
~ 2 n t  on-going work. 

ad Persitent abject Stores 

$drganisation: h4i=ti-,~d0?0gies for persistent program- Euragraphies 7 - Ti'iie Worksi~op is 01-ganised by CNUCE- miilg 

CNR and co-chaired by M.Gr-ave \ W B ~ P B R ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~  69- - r4 ~-chite<;t~jpq for \ ~ ~ n p ~ r t i n p  ; y r ~ i c i e ~ ~ ~ t ~  
vwwa aG9C h W p  %&B a (Ol".Jl%A) and P, Palamidese (CNhlCb). 

Visualisation in 
Scientific 
Gsmgutln~ =be' 

by Patrizis Palamidese 

. --. 3-p.Bx*cprJ bTl*l kl-- **e ,v?a,~am~*, , .:.B AUCUS on method- 11 iligies and technologies to handle 
visual information of natural  phe- 
nomena generated by computer mod- 
e$s or acquired by sampling devices; 
it aims at encouraging adxdances and 
promote discussion anlong visualisa- 
tion researchers and users. The appli- 
cation doanain ranges from gge-sci- 
ence, to fluid dynamics, physics, anc~lec- 

nloc[elling, and PPPatkledhlki*kiCS, 

Suggested topics : 

rnultidinlensional visualisation: ccalar 
and t ector fields, data structures atid data 
management, volume vjsualisalion, icon- 
ic \~isualisation: 

data intcrprctation: AI-based visuali- 
sarion, object oriented systems, time de- 
pendent visuaiisation, mapping tcch- 
nicjues; 

. visuatisation environment: distributeit 

visualisation, application builders, real 
time visualisation, reinote visualisation, 
multimedia environnzcnts Tor science; 

communication techniques: man com- 
puter interactions, interprocesses com- 
?nunicsticns. intei1iger;t interfaces: 

retclence rnodels and &u-daril\; 

appl~cat~ons and caw ytudies. 

Coiatributiajns: 
The workshop will he limited to about 
40 participants to encourage discussion. 1 Selection will i;lc piace on tlic basis of 

Programn~e Committee: Concurrer?cy, persiseencz and transac- 
L.A. Carpenter (UR). J.D. Cunha (P), S. dons 
Gallop (UK), M. Gozbel (61, M. Grave 
(g;)- 6. ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~  ([IS*), 1,. ~ ~ , ~ ~ d ~  (1). - Tools for the management of persistent 

P. Palarniciese (I),  F. Post (NL), R.M. 9'sbe"" 

Spiialeri ;I), C. Vandomi (CI-i), I". 
Zanarini (I) .  

Deadlines: 
1 February 19931 - Deadline for papers 
28 March 3 992 - Notification of ac- 
ceptance and ~v i ra t ion  

B 
Please contact: Patrizie Palamidese - 
GNUCE-CNR 
+3950593226 
email: pa$rimia@icnLscevm.cnuce.cnrri'l 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

Fifth International 
Workshop on 
Persistent Object 
Systems: Design, 
Implementation, 
and Use 

San Miniato, Italy, 1-4 Sep. 1992 

by Antonio Albano 

T Re theme of the 4vorBb~rhop will be 
the design, implementation and 

use of persistent okiect sy$terns. The 
w7oskshop will be held in a former 
Capuchin monastery, located in the 
countryside near Pisa. It will have an 
illPksraala1 atmosphere with plenty of 
time for discussion, and the exchange 
of idea9 and experiences. 

Compilers for la~aguages supporting 
persistence 

Persistent and database programming 
languages 

Appiicati6,ns of persistent object sys- 
tems 

Contributions: 
Four copies of the complete paper, in 
English no longer than 214 pages and 
typed double spaced, should be sent to 
Ron Monisoi~ by 3 April 1992. For full 
instructions on format of manuscripts and 
any other info-s-mation, please contact ei- 
ther of the co-chairs: Antonio Aibano 
(University of Pisa) or Ron I?/lorriyc?n 
(University of St Andrews). 

iileadlines: 
3 April 1992 - Deadline for papers 
I June 1992 - Acceptance notification 
I July 1992 - Camera-ready papers due 

M 

Please contact: Antonio Albans, - 
University of Pisa 
+39 50 51 0269 
ernail: pcss5@di,unipi,it 
or 
Ron Morrison - 
University of St Andrews 
+44 334 7 6161 (ex! 8121) 
email: pos5@es.st-and.ac.aaQr 



F, 1 1 p ~ p p ~ q s  - forrsra? nletl.,od:: e A L -  - b 

- rneasrxre and eva{ualjon oj' risks 
- measure and evaiuatios: ol' secirrita! 
-- criteria 

ESORICS-92 Soiiwai-c: Det/ciop:1"i~1?1 Efivirenme:~ix 
!'UP Security 

Research in 

Security 

he aim of this ~rgrmposiasm is to fur- 
ther the progress of research in 

computer- security by bringing to- 
gether researchers in this area, by 
promoting the exchange of ideas with 
system developers anti by encourag- 
ing links with researchers inn areas re- 
lated to computer science, information 
theory and artificial inkelligence. 

Suggested topics: 

= Theoretical Foundations ~"r'ecurity 
- security models, contribution of mod- 
els for knowledge representation 
- contribution of formal logic and infor- 
mation theory 
- fonnal developrnerit techniclues 

Secure Computer S ysterns 
- operating system security, network se- 
curity 
- security management 
- virus and w o m s  
- contribution of artificial intelligence 
- contribution of new architectures and 
new technologies 

Applications Requesting Security 
- chat bases, knotvledge bases, transac- 
tion systems 
- process control, real time 
- distributed appiicaiions 

= Cryptography 
- applications 
- validation of protocols 
- authentication: protocols, key manage- 
ment. processes 

Security Verification and Evaluation- 

This list is nut exhausr-ve. lierearch p::- 
pel-s, position pxpers and panel pl-opcs- 
als will be welcomed. 

Q:ontrib~tions: 
T- ' 
c - ~ k e  copies oi 'pqers orpar-rcl pr?iposals 
should be submitted ri: the pr3gran-r chair 
by April 3, 1992 at the fo'niloviing address: 

Jean-Jacques Qu~squater 
AFCET - ESOWIC'S-9% 
156, boulevard @ereire 
75017 Pari\ 
France 

The texts must be strbiniried i.n French 
or in English. Papers shotild be limited 
to 6004) words, ftd1 page f.igures being 
counted as 300 words. Each paper must 
include a short abstract and a Eist of key- 
words indicating subjec~ classificatio~~. 
Papers will he refereed and the final 
choice will be made by the Program 
Con~~nifeee. Notification of acceptance 
w!iH be sent by June 15, 1992, and cam- 
era-ready copy will be due on September 
1 ,  1992. 

Panel proposals should include title, pm- 
posed chair, tentative panelists. a 2 or 3 
paragraph description ofthe sul?ject, for- 
mat of the presentation, and rationale for 
the panel. 

Deadlines;: 
3 Aprri 1992 - Suhms\~on  deadt~ne 
1.5 June I992 - Acceptance notlilcation 
1 September 1992 - Camera-ready copy 
due 

E 
Please contact: Yves Beswarte - LAAS- 
CNRS & BNRBA 
+ 33 62 33 62 88 
ensall:deswarte@laas.fr 

mnltfkrib C ( B K ~ S ~  qvillj 5e given at 
B'iFAD in Saakt  4 z g u ~ t i n  near 

Bonn on J u ~ e  2% - 26,2992. The priw- 
cipal lecturer i.; Pre~few~r  ,ich.,i Brandt 
from the  Wei;ma!a~ Ir~skit%te, 
Rehsvot, Hsraei, one of the pioneers OF 
mnltiigrld, Tbc other  $ e c t z r e ~ $  are 
members of ".,he GkIE maltigrid re- 
search group, The topic. oft!5is course 
will cover the basic principles of multi- 
grid, recent deve!spmewts and sppli- 
cations. 

? ?  I he main scope of the course is to pro- 
vide an understaniddng of nauitigrid. The 
visitor will, at the end of the course, be 

4 -  ..,.-:+.. .; -... 1 + :  ,-.- : A  --,.,=" ,..- <'-- 
L U  \"<I i L G  a 1i:UiLlg:Iii pIt>g~ll: 1:JL 

model problems. Additionaily, the course 
will supply with an overview of multi- 
grid application and recent research ac- 
tivities. The course is especially designed 
for a11 those which have to solve partial 
differential equatiorrs in practice. 

Multigrid, or more general multilevel 
ci~lnp~itational methods have evolved 
into an independent discipline by itself, 
interacting with numerous engineering 
application areas and impacting funda- 
mental developments in several sciences. 
Tile recent pas! shows an increase in the 
development of mulkilevei solvers for 
' i i ~ i 0 1 1 ~  areas, inciiiding: aerodynamics, 
atnlospheric and oceanic research3 struc- 
tural ~neciia:iics. roboilcs, quar~tuin me- 
chanics, astrophysics, condensed rnauer, 
VESd design, and tomography. 

This enomlous spectrum was opened by 
the following facts: The typical mulri- 
level algorithm uses local processing on 
each scale of the problem, with inter- 
scale inte~ictions. As a result. fine scales 



: - ' a i l  - ( _  bc e r ; ? q [ ~ v ~ , :  j rey  ~ " ; : y i ~ c i v ,  :::I:! * J- . -  d t' L J  

solT.nn ,,;;,ires # - -  only in  special or repi-csenta- 
lively sir~iill regioixs. 

For s:a!ar linear elliptic n~odel pm-obie!ra!: 
the efficiency c?i' rnuirngrid aigorithms 
was established ai the very beginning of 
muitigricl research. These meii~ods turned 
our to hc the: niost er'i'icient techniques 
c ,,.. , , , I .  :",- , > 1 4 ; . - 4 ; , ,  qn".+:nl ,3;ct'-.--*3* i,.! 
% " .  ..<,* ~ * A & ' .  -*>.pLAb ycd &A*&- L . 4 L a " A - d * L > L ~ A  

equatla:?~~, The theory states that a nulii--  
grid solution is generally obtained in a 
time direct1 y proportional ro the number 

?ace, artificia; ia%eigigence, 2nd S ~ ~ ~ P ~ S I Q ~ j ~  
database theory has ked tc; some 
*A ,anergiwg - theoretical deveiopments in 
bY xBHR* %$is conferenre is dedicated to 
spacial and temporal reasoning in ge-- f ransputer 
3graphie (03- iarge scale) space, onc of 
the core i5snes in science, 

Appiiksatisns - 
C~;.afe;znce Themes and Scopes Progress (k 

" 
cf bim~knowiis Oil serial coir~putei.~. As in- 

Formal Methods fo:- Representing and by S~!san Hilton dicated by the above exampies, fulthcr 
research and developme~a'l showed tlrc Reasoning with Spatial Concepts -~ . 

potential of the multigrid principle which 
allows the application of muitigrid al- 
gorithms and i~~ulkigrid ideas ro liigl~ly 
cornpiex problems. The inherent locali- 
ty of the rnultigrid components allows a 
very efficient parallelisation with near- 
ly optirnal speed up. Recent research ac- 
tivities have verified "ellis for a wide class 
of parallel machines. 

Please contact: Barbara Steckel, 
Wolfsang Joppich - GMD 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

GIS - From Speee 
to Territory: 
Theories and 
Methods of 
Spatio-Temporal 
Reasoning 
Pisa, Italy, Sep. 21 -23, 1992 

by Irene Campari and Andrew 
Frank 

n recent years Geographic 
Information Systems (CISs) have 

evoh ed significantly, changing from 
reaned cartographic processing tools 
to a set of scientific methodologies for 
the representation and analysis of spa- 
tial knowledge. Progress made in the 
spatial and cognitive sciences as well 
as the advancement of computer sci- 

Fr:rmal and Narinral Languages for 
Describing Geographic Space 

Mcsdeling of Environmental 
Psg~ciiology 

9 naumai~-Cor-mpiiter %nleraciioi~ with 

Spatial and Tcwlporal Data 

linteraction between Geographic 

Theories and GlS Methodologies 

C~llttlrai Aspects of the Spaeia? and 
Temporal Cognition of Places. 

The Conference will be sponsored by the 
CEC, Pisa University, U.S. National 
Center for Geographic Information and 
Analysis, TRPET, AICA, CHSPEL, and 
CNUCE and TEI. Official ianguages 

be Englisla and liialian. 

Notes for Authors 
Full papers in English should be sub- 
mitted by 3 March 1992 to either 1. 
Campari or A. Frank. Authors will be no- 
tified of acceptance by 1 May 1992. 
Camera--ready copy will be due by I June 
1992. 

The first page of the paper should con- 
tain the title, authors' names, affiliations 
full addresses, fax and telephone num- 
bers and e-mail addresses. 11 should also 
include an abstract. The total length 
should be approximately 18 pages dou- 
ble spaced (less than 6000 words) in- 
cluding figures and bibliography. 

H 
Please contact: Irene Campari - 
CNUCE-CNR 
fax: +39 50 576951 
email:lrene@icn~cevm.cn~ce~cnr.it 
or Andrew Frank - NCG%A, 
University of Maine 
Fax: +I 207 581 2206 
Frank@mecanl .maine.edu 

2-day Symposium will be held at 
the University of Reading, March 

30-31, I992 to mark the completion of 
a n  Initiative in the Engineering 
Applications of Transputers. This 
Initiative was coordinated by RAL and 
sponsored jointiy by the UK Science 
and Engineering Research Council 
and the UM Department of Trade and 
Industry, 

The programme will iook at the achieve- 
ments of the initiative, focusing on suc- 
cessful Industrial Applications. It will 
explore the future prospects for the trans- 
puter approach to parallel processing, 
looking forward to the hardware and soft- 
ware tech1101ogy of the next generation 
of transputers as we approach the year 
2000. There will be presentations by 
leading figures horn within the industry 
and an accompanying Exhibition by 
sorne of the most well known suppliers 
of transputer hardware and software. 

The co\t of the Sympo5lum is heavily 
suhsidised by the Initiative. For ERCIM 
members the charge is {Editorial  
Comment: pound sign j 60 per person 
which includes all fees, lunches, the 
Sy~nposium Diniler and one night's ac- 
commodation. 

Further detail\ can be ob~ained from the 
contact below. 

H 
Please contact: Susan Hilton - RAL 
+a4 235 44 61 54 
faxa44235445893 
email: sch@in%.rl.ac.uk 



COURSE cations the ino~her wavelet is translated Sybj$QSiUM 
by integers and diiaied by powers of 2, 
. . , .  

W / ~ : C I ;  ;l "pather wavcieii' also 

plays a prominent roie. Gcncrally spe&- 

Cw1 course on ing, a mother waveier is a f~ncr ion os- German Know- 
ciilating wiihin a ceriain interval and 

Wavelets c u  e s e e r e  e t s  . -  HOW for Japanese 

ver 188 participant$, coming 
from academic circles, karge tech- 

nological institutes and the industri- 
al R&D sector attended the firsli C\Vl 
4-day course on Wavelets, end- 
November 199 2 .  After a general in- 
troduction to bac;ic concepts and the- 
ory, the course focused on applicatlons 
in image analy~is, signail processing, 
numerical mathematics and fractals. 
Computer demonstratioaas and exper- 
iments were also included. The course 
was osganiaed by the CWI Wavelets 
working group, which aims to study 
both its fundamental and applied as- 
pects, as well as organise seminars, 
COUhSeS, $tea 

Wavelets are special types o r  r f LUIIC- 
tions,used as basic building blocks to de- 
scribe general functions, similar to the 
sine- and cosine-functions used in 
Fourier analysis. Wavelets are mathe- 
matically more complicated than those 
simple functions, but they are far more 
flexible. A complete set of wavelets is 
formed from a "mother wavelet' by di- 
latabion and trailslatiorr. 111 most appii- 

usec? as LI kind or "mathematical i~:ic;o- 
scopeu tc anaiyse details OT a given func- Research 
tion (signal) on any desired scale. 

Waveier:; were ialvented about Len years 
ago lsy the French physicist Jean Morlet 
while uying to improve existing merh- 
ods o l  analysing seismic signais in con- 
nection with oil exploration. Although 
by now the possible advantages of 
kvavelet analysis are clear, the method is 
still too young to be widely applied. The 
moct promising areas are image com- 
pression and the fast numerical treatment 
of (integral) operators. Wavelets riow 
farm a pr3mir:ent topic at several con- 
ferences in (applied) mathematics. 

a 
Please contact: Nico Ternme or Tom 
Kosrnl~inder - CWii 
+31 20 592 8020 
email: nicst@cwi.ni 
ernaii: thk@cwi.nB 

Programme 

by Wolfgang Gilsl 

he 'WWPPT 991 Symp~sium'~ ,  the  
T e v e n t  launching the NIPT re- 
search programme, was held in Tokyo 
last gear, with a large number of in- 
ternational delegates in attendance. 
NHPT stands for New Information 
Processing Technology Program, a 
ten-year research programme on the 
development of the ~nassive-garallel 
computers of the future, which is to re- 
ceive over DM 5890 million in funding 
from the Japanese Ministry of 
lnternaticsnal Trade and  Industry 
(MITE). 

Six specialist lectures, of which three 
were given by Japanese delegates and 
three by invited foreign rcscarchers, pro- 
v ided the setting for presentation of the 
research programme at the two-day sym- 
posium. The foreign speakers invited 
were Prol'. Michaei A. Arbib, University 
of Southern California, Dr. Alan PIuang, 
AT & T Bell E,aboratories: and the head 
of the G M D  Research Center for  
Innovative Computer Systems and 
Technology, Prof. Wolfgang K. Ciloi, 
whose new concepts for gl-ogramming 
rnodels for massive-parallel systems al-e 
regarded by the Japanese as an impor- 
tant contributio~~ to the project. MITI has 
invited GMD's Berlin Research Center 
to participate in the NIPT program. 

BI 
Please contact: Wolfgang Giloj - GMB 
+49 30 25499 100 
emeii: giloi@kmx.gmd.dbp.de 

Daubechies mother wavelet D4 with 

compact support. This wavelet can be 
applied in the  fieid of data reduction. 
Noteworthy is its fractal-like shape.  
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l q l )  - r k V e 3 s ,  u x ' ,  u ~ O P h y s n a @ s  
- . . 3 s igh~h&;;~is"  C c ~ t r e  ull,i\rersrlarre 
d ' lnformatique of ;he :i.-;ivel-sit>- 07" 
b;a:na:va w a s  i~ppoil-iked chairnaan of  the 
e;;ec.jtixpz oi'CMD. "sichr-izjs (48) 
entered office Oi l  October 1, 199 1. Before 
teaching at the University of Geneva, he 
u,na-i<ed for vaii~lis  inbe~n-naiional research 
institutizsns. e.g. as a professor at the uni-. 
versilies of 'Toronto. Crete and Berlin. 
As author of well-known works of fun- 
damental importance, Tsichrltzis Iras 
buil t  up an outstanding reputation 

i'?loinghsui :;[le i~:e.r~:i[i33~11 ~ O ~ i j p ~ l e r  
.science cc:nrnui~iiy. Sirlcc 1989 he h2.s 
heen 1. I ~ C ~ I I ~ C ~ .  (jf the scielllific kid\~isi~- 
ry co~nrnittec of GMZ.  Tsichrit~is SUC- 

ceeds Prof. Dr, GerkaeQ Seeganhller 
who wiiE reiurn to his chair  at the  
~~Jnlversiry of Munich. 

1 
rJWi --Dr. Adrian BaddeBey, Leader of 

. 
y~ 1 9 i-esean-cn: g r ~ ~ l p  011 lmi ioe 

'C 

/,~znivcis, ;?;as beet apy-jinted part-finle 
professor at the Unizrei-slty ofB,eide~~ in  
Applied Marheimaiici. 

L 
GMD - Prot  Dr. Norbert Sayperslki, 
Chairman of the Supervisory Board of 
GMD. gave up this post for health rea- 
sons a1 fne end of his three-year term in 
April 199 1. Prof. Szgperski has occupied 
various posts and fuifiled varying roles 
at GMD over a period of tweive years 
and was Director of GMD from May 

] 9s 1 1, ,Asprii 1986. kIe been s;i;c- 
cceded 2s Chaii-man of the Supervisor)! 
Riinrd by [Jndersecrcl~iry of Srace Dr, 
Vderi~er Grdes, Hcad of Departmen: 4 
(lnlorsnation and Production -.- 
1 ecknology: Employment Cor~diaions; 
Ncw Technoiogies) of the  Federal 
Ministry oi Research and Technoiogg, 

ei.J:s - ! . o t 0  SS-~ Gepharyi &OS, SCI- 
eiitfic-1~c~inic31 member oT the GMD 
Roam, gave up i11is position in Jbne 199 i 
in order tr? resurne more intensive scien- 
tific activities at the University of 
Karlsruhe. Prof. Goos had been a mern- 
her of the Board since 1984. From July 
1983 to June 1986, he was n member of 
the collective nranagement of the GMD 
institute fo r  Systems Engineering. 
Simuitaneously, he was Mead of the 
GMD Research Unit for  Program 
Struct~lres in Karlsruhe. 
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